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Abstract  

 

Time in the brain can be considered both as a dimension structuring the organization of 

perception and as a conscious content (van Wassenhove, 2009): this confers to time a particular flavor 

that makes it a paramount object of study to understand the basis of (human) cognition. The specific 

focus of the present thesis is to unravel the interplay between the temporal structure of perception 

(time as dimension) and perceived timing (time as content). From a cognitive neuroscience perspective, 

the purpose of my work is to bring additional empirical evidence to determine to which extent the 

temporal ordering of information relates to the perceived order of events, both implicitly and explicitly, 

and to explore the role of neural oscillations in the ordering of information. A long standing hypothesis in 

the field is that the brain discretizes the continuous flow of information into windows of various 

temporal granularities to make sense of visual or auditory information (Giraud & Poeppel, 2012; 

VanRullen, 2016). Hence, in the context of time perception, the notion of a “now” builds on a 

hierarchical organization of these temporal windows (Pöppel, 1997, 2009).  

 

In a first line of research, we investigated how time may become an explicit conscious content by 

showing that temporal order is a psychological bias, which is stable over time and independent of 

attention.  In a follow-up magnetoencephalography study, we showed that participants having a large 

order bias (meaning that their perceived synchrony corresponded to a large physical asynchrony) also 

showed the largest fluctuations in ongoing alpha power when perceived orders were contrasted for a 

given physical asynchrony. Alpha oscillations are herein argued to be a means to compensate for an 

individual’s internal bias. A second line of research investigated how time implicitly shaped the 

perception of visual sequences. A striking consequence of discrete perception is that within the same 

temporal window of processing, late inputs may influence the representation of earlier information. We 

used the Rabbit illusion (Geldard & Sherrick, 1972) to study postdiction, in which the intermediate flash 

of a visual sequence is spatially mislocalized due to the temporal regularity of the sequence. We showed 

that when participants perceived the illusion, parieto-frontal regions were more activated following the 

presentation of the full visual sequence than when participants perceived the veridical visual sequence. 

These results suggest that high-order regions may contribute to the postdictive reconstruction of a visual 

sequence, consistently with the hypothesis proposing that combining uncertain sensory evidences with 

the expectation that stimuli tend to move slowly shapes the illusion. 
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Résumé 

 

Le temps peut être à la fois une dimension structurant l’organisation de la perception et un 

contenu de la conscience (van Wassenhove, 2009), ce qui en fait un objet d’étude crucial pour 

comprendre les fondamentaux de la cognition humaine. Le but de cette thèse est d’étudier les 

interactions entre la structure temporelle de la perception (le temps en tant que dimension) et le temps 

perçu (le temps en tant que contenu). Dans une approche cognitive et neuroscientifique, le but de ce 

travail est de produire des preuves empiriques supplémentaires qui déterminent dans quelle mesure 

l’ordonnancement temporel de l’information est lié à l’ordre perçu des évènements, à la fois explicite et 

implicite, et d’explorer le rôle des oscillations neurales dans l’ordonnancement des évènements. Une 

hypothèse acceptée dans le domaine propose que le cerveau discrétise, en fenêtres de largeur 

temporelle variée, le flot continu de l’information visuelle et auditive pour leur donner du sens (Giraud & 

Poeppel, 2012; VanRullen, 2016). Dans le contexte de la perception temporelle, la notion de « présent » 

s’articule donc autour d’une organisation hiérarchique de ces fenêtres temporelles (Pöppel, 1997, 2009). 

Le premier axe d’étude s’intéresse au temps en tant que contenu explicite et conscient et 

montre que l’ordre temporel est un biais psychologique, stable à travers le temps et indépendant de 

l’attention. Une étude complémentaire en magnétoencéphalographie a révélé que les participants ayant 

les plus larges biais (c.à.d. que leur perception de la simultanéité correspond à une large 

désynchronisation physique) montrent aussi les plus larges fluctuations de la puissance des oscillations 

alpha spontanées lorsque la perception de l’ordre est contrastée pour un même délai physique. Ces 

oscillations sont donc proposées comme moyen pour compenser un biais individuel. Le deuxième axe de 

recherche explore comment le temps façonne implicitement la perception d’une séquence visuelle. Une 

conséquence étonnante dérive de la discrétisation de la perception : au sein d’une même fenêtre 

d’encodage, des informations plus tardives peuvent influencer la représentation d’informations 

antérieures. Pour étudier ce phénomène de postdiction, nous avons utilisé l’illusion du Lapin (Geldard & 

Sherrick, 1972), où un flash intermédiaire, dans une séquence d’éléments lumineux, est mal localisé 

spatialement parlant à cause de la régularité temporelle de la séquence. Nous avons montré que 

percevoir l’illusion active des régions pariéto-centrales du cerveau après la fin de la séquence. Ces 

résultats suggèrent que des régions de haut niveau pourraient contribuer à la reconstruction postdictive 

d’une séquence visuelle, en accord avec l’hypothèse proposant que l’illusion dépende d’une 

connaissance préalable sur la vitesse d’un stimulus. 
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Overview 

 

Chapter 1 provides the general framework for the empirical work addressed in my PhD thesis as 

well as a historical review of the notion of perceptual moments.  The “now”, or present moment, has 

been considered as a duration forming discrete time units that are hierarchically organized in the mind. 

One working hypothesis proposes that neural oscillations could support the temporal architecture of 

perception. This hypothesis has crucial implications on temporal perception. Part of my thesis work 

investigates whether neural oscillations may play a role in temporal order perception.  

 

Chapter 2 investigates time as a conscious content, by focusing on explicit temporal order 

perception. We examine how temporal information can be translated into a conscious content. One 

working hypothesis is that perceived temporal order can inform on the temporal resolution of 

perception. Our first set of studies therefore relies on temporal order judgment tasks between simple 

visual and auditory stimuli. The first study behaviorally addresses temporal order perception by the 

prism of intra-individual variability. It directly speaks to a question asked exactly twenty years ago about 

the stability of time quanta (Pöppel, 1997) and reveals that temporal order is a psychological bias.  The 

second study, using magnetoencephalography (MEG), aims at testing the hypothesis proposing that the 

phase of neural oscillations could encode time. We did not find any evidence in favor of a phase code for 

time. However, we showed that participants having a large order bias (meaning that their perceived 

synchrony corresponded to a large physical asynchrony) also showed the largest fluctuations in ongoing 

alpha power when perceived orders were contrasted for a given physical asynchrony. Alpha oscillations 

are herein argued to be a means to compensate for an individual’s internal bias. 

 

Chapter 3 investigates time as a structural dimension influencing perception and focuses 

specifically on the implicit timing governing the sequencing of visual information and the perceptual 

phenomenon of postdiction. We inspect how temporal information implicitly shapes conscious content. 

These investigations do not concern anymore the notion of time quanta but deals with higher temporal 

scales of processing. A striking consequence of discrete perception is that, within the same temporal 

window of processing, late inputs will influence the representation of earlier information. We focus on 

this phenomenon called postdiction in the last study combining magneto- and encephalo-graphy 

(M/EEG). Postdiction was advocated to explain the rabbit illusion, where a sequence of flashes is 

spatially misperceived due to the temporal regularity. We showed that when participants perceived the 

illusion, parieto-frontal regions were more activated following the presentation of the full visual 

sequence than when participants perceived the veridical visual sequence. These results suggest that 

high-order regions may contribute to the postdictive reconstruction of a visual sequence, consistently 

with the hypothesis proposing that combining uncertain sensory evidences with the expectation that 

stimuli tend to move slowly shapes the illusion. 
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Chapter 2 and 3 starts each with a literature review that motivates the following experimental 

works. 

 

Chapter 4 mainly discusses the empirical findings reported in Chapter 2, as the work in Chapter 3 

is still in progress. I discuss the origin of the individual bias in temporal order, and propose the 

hypothesis that attention provides a mechanism to counteract individual biases. This hypothesis has 

some implications on the functional role of alpha oscillations and on temporal order perception. 

 

Part of this work has been published in international peer-reviewed journals (Chapter 2.7 and 

Chapter 2.9). An additional paper was submitted, as part of a collaborative work on cross-frequency 

coupling analysis (see Appendix). Two papers are in preparation, one related to Chapter 3.5 and one 

related to the collaboration on cross-frequency coupling. 
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Appendix papers 
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Chapter 1  

 

A historical perspective on the temporal structure of 

the present moment 
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1.1. “Now” is a retentional/protentional duration  
 

 

The brain is continuously faced with an uninterrupted flow of information coming from the 

external world via the senses, each one sensitive to a certain kind of information. For instance, 

photoreceptors in the retina and hair cells in the ear are respectively transducing specific wavelength of 

light and specific frequency of molecule vibrations into electrical pulses. Sensing also occurs due to 

periodic actions such as sniffing or saccadic eye movements (Schroeder et al., 2010). Thus, sensory 

organs are sampling the external world, which suggests the possibility that information is discretized in 

the brain. Yet, the flow of consciousness appears to be perceptually continuous in account of the 

continuity of personal identity, as Varela (2000) was alluding to with the concept of “third level of 

temporality“. This apparent paradox suggests that there is a reconstruction processes at stake between 

the sampled information selected through the senses, and the final perception of the world. This 

perceptual reconstruction is not an immediate process: photoreceptors have a relaxation constant of 

about 35 to 75 ms (Tyler, 1985), the membrane time constant of a neuron is about 10 - 30 ms (Koch, 

1996) and synaptic transmissions evolve over the second timescale (Deisz & Prince, 1989). In vision, 

information can take 50 to 100 ms to reach the primary visual cortex. Moreover, different features are 

treated in different brain areas, causing supplementary delays: color in V4/V8 areas (Hadjikhani et al, 

1998), motion in V5/MT (Beckers & Zeki, 1995). The conscious act of seeing is definitely not immediate; 

it rather takes time. In his Principle of Psychology, Williams James was one of the first to propose the 

idea that the present is not punctual but defined by a duration, called “specious present” by E. R. Clay 

(James, 1890). The perceptual continuity of time constrains the specious present to be retentional and 

protentional (Varela, 2000 from Husserl’s terminology), meaning that the “now” contains influence of 

what happened in the just-past (retention), and is directed toward what is about to come (protention). 

To conclude about the notion of discrete time unit, here follows some words from the clear-minded 

review of White, written in 1963: 

 “On reviewing the ideas which have been put forth regarding the concept of a 

psychological unit of duration, perhaps the most striking thing to note is that although the 

various writers have arrived at essentially the same conclusion, they have been compelled 

to do so by quite different reasons. The philosophers believed that some kind of time 

sampling was necessary in order for one to detect change, or even to have an idea of time 

itself; the physiologists, as exemplified by the pacemaker theorists, believed that all vital 

processes are cyclic in nature, governed by basic metabolic factors; the cyberneticists, 

considering the brain as a computer, concluded that it must operate on a scanning 

principle in order to handle the volume of information it does. The fact that these different 

approaches have led to the same conclusion would indicate that such a conclusion 

deserves serious consideration.” 
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1.2.  Information processing is structured through 

hierarchical temporal windows  

 
1.2.1. A hierarchical organization of temporal units 

 

According to Varela (2000), perception is organized in a three-step temporal hierarchy (Fig. 1.1): 

the first scale corresponds to the fusion interval of each sensory system, that is to said is in the order of 

magnitude of the minimum necessary duration to distinguish two stimuli (2ms for audition, 100ms for 

vision). The second scale corresponds to a 500 ms temporal window which would reflect the “strict 

correlate of present-time consciousness”. The last scale is at the level of narrative description. Pöppel 

(1972, 1997) also proposed that information processing is implemented by at least two operating levels, 

akin to the two first scales of Varela. The first level reflects the minimal temporal quantum, set to 30 ms, 

which enables the integration of signal from multiple sources by smoothing temporal contingencies. The 

second level is a perceptual unit binding events into a 2/3 secs sequence (Pöppel, 2009). This operating 

range derived from performances in duration reproduction, which decreases above this threshold, from 

the alternation of ambiguous percepts around this rate, and duration of working-memory (see Pöppel, 

2009 for a review). Such a temporal unit would be automatically segmented and serve as a basis for 

conscious representation. Discretizing perception secures the maintenance and manipulation of 

conscious content during the present window by postponing novel percepts in the next one, but also 

offers enough flexibility for updating the representation with information entering in the next one. The 

balance between maintaining identity and enabling change of percepts is ensured by such temporal 

windows (Pöppel, 2009). 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.1 A hierarchical and temporal organization of perception. 

 

 

For larger scale (> 2-3s), the concept of perceptual events, akin to the last scale of Varela, was 

also proposed to represent the basic blocks of subjective experience (Zacks, 2001). Perceptual events are 

temporal segments with perceived beginning and ending. For instance, the different events of a typical 

student’s day could be: “I woke up”, “I ate breakfast”, “I went to school”. They are characterized by 

constancy in content: a change in environment (in direction, in motion, in time, in place, in causes…) is 

likely to trigger the experience of a new moment. On the contrary to Pöppel’ proposal on the pre-

semantic and automatic window constituting the “now”, a perceptual event depends on its 
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representational content. This hypothesis is crucial in Kurby & Zacks’ model of event segmentation 

(2008): they didn’t search for differentiating moments, as Varela did, but put the segmentation process 

at the core of the mechanism, the duration of the resulting moment only being a side-effect. The event 

segmentation model (Kurby & Zacks, 2008) states that, as long as predictions about sensory inputs 

remain true (i.e. no consequent change occurs), the information is stored into working memory (WM), 

and as soon as the prediction error exceeds a certain threshold (i.e. a change occurs), the current 

representation is stored into short-term memory, which frees the WM, and a new event begins to be 

implemented. This means that the current event is built from all information flowing towards the brain 

between the moment where the previous event finishes to be implemented and the moment where the 

future event begins to be implemented. Because a new event is implemented when “a change occurs”, 

this duration is not fixed, but rather depends on the environment, as well as on the demands and/or 

expectations of the brain regarding this environment. Moreover, events can be hierarchically organized: 

coarse events can be subdivided into fine-temporal grained events. Thus, event segmentation appears as 

a powerful way for the brain to make sense of the continuous flux of sensory inputs by simplifying and 

organizing, making possible to anticipate future actions. This segmentation of events seems to be a core 

mechanism of information processing in the brain as shown by studies measuring a decrease in reading 

time at events boundaries and by neuroimaging studies recording transient neural activity in temporal, 

parietal and frontal areas elicited at events boundaries (for review see Kurby & Zacks, 2008). 

 

The notion of perceptual moment stems from early ideas proposed in the 19th century (see 

White, 1963 for a review). A non-exhaustive review of some historical psychophysics experiments is 

useful to understand how theories on perceptual moments were shaped and refined.   

 

1.2.2. A historical perspective on perceptual moments 

 
The Discrete Moment Theory (DMT, Fig. 1.2B), elaborated by Stroud in 1955, states that there is 

a temporal window of integration, lasting around 100 ms, within which temporal information is lost 

(Stroud, 1967). This hypothesis was often added to the Perceptual Intermittency Hypothesis (PIH, Fig. 

1.2A), stating that the brain discretizes sensory information (Allport, 1968). One major prediction 

deriving from the DMT was that discrete events occurring inside a moment should be perceived as 

simultaneous. It was found that when letters of a word were presented within 100ms, subjects felt like 

the word was presented in one block, and the perception was the same even when the order of the 

letter was reversed (Stein & Woodworth, 1938). Lichtenstein (1961) showed that changing the inter-

stimulus delay within a cycle defined by the simultaneity threshold did not influence perceived 

simultaneity (for review, see White, 1963).  

 

A second prediction was that a stimulus cannot be perceived as lasting less than a minimal 

duration, found to be around 120 and 240 ms for visual events and 120 and 170 ms for auditory events 

(Efron, 1970 a and b). A third prediction of the DMT was that there is a presentation rate beyond which a 

train of stimuli is perceived as continuous. White (1963) was using the following task to investigate this 

issue: subjects had to report the number of flashes they perceived for trains of different frequencies. The 
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maximum perceptual rate was estimated to be at 6-7 Hz. Bartley attributed this limitation to a retinal 

process. White (1963) tested this hypothesis by studying electro-retinographic responses to trains of 

visual stimuli and results showed that the retina was able to respond to rapid sequences of stimuli up to 

45 Hz (and even 125 Hz according to Riggs, 1962). A second study was undergone and elegantly 

discarded the proposition: trains of flashes were stereoscopically presented to the subject, which 

perceived a single flashing spot. The presentation rate was chosen among one leading to incorrect 

perception by the subject in the previous study, but so that half of this rate triggered correct perception. 

The results showed that subjects could indeed report accurately the correct number of stimuli in 

monocular viewing, and reported the same incorrect number than in the first study during stereoscopic 

viewing. Moreover, a similar perceptual rate was found in audition (Cheatham & White, 1954) and tactile 

(White & Cheatham, 1959) sensory modalities, arguing for the implication of a higher level mechanism of 

information integration.   

 

 
Fig. 1.2 Early theories on perceptual moments. A. The Perceptual Intermittency Hypothesis (PIH) proposed 

that perception is discretized. B. The Discrete Moment Theory (DMT) adds the assumption that temporal 

information is lost within a window. C. The Travelling Moment Hypothesis (TMH) proposed that the notion of 

a temporal window sliding through time. 

 

The DMT was challenged by the Travelling Moment Hypothesis (TMH): instead of a discrete 

moment defined in time, the unit of processing could be sliding through time (Fig. 1.2C). At any time 

point, the perceptual moment is defined as the temporal segment before this time point. These two 

models were tested via the following task (Allport, 1968): a horizontal line occupied successively 12 

positions vertically aligned on the screen (Fig. 1.3). The duration of the whole sequence, hence the rate 

of lines presentation, was controlled by the subject. When the duration was decreased (hence the 

presentation rate, increased), perception switched from a stationary array of horizontal lines with a 

moving dark band of shadow to a stationary array of horizontal lines flickering in synchrony. Subjects had 

to adjust the duration d of the sequence to reach this switch point. Two types of trials were 

distinguished: descending trials with large default duration, making subjects decreased it slowly, and 

ascending trials with small default duration, making subjects increased it slowly. In the first experiment, 

the sequence was presented either using the whole duration (full cycle condition), or during half of the 

whole duration, resulting in a twice-higher presentation rate of the 12 lines following by an empty 

interval (half cycle condition). The DMT predicts that if all steps in the cycle fall within one discrete 

moment (duration M), they will be perceived as simultaneous. For the full-cycle display, the total 

duration of the cycle should be d = M, for the half-cycle display, d = M (ascending trials) or d = 2M 
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(descending trials). On the contrary, the Travelling Moment Hypothesis predicts that all successive 

elements will be continuously present within the travelling moment span, i.e. d = M, in both half and full 

cycle conditions. Results showed that there was no significant difference in the duration between 

ascending and descending trials for full and half-cycle condition, speaking in favor of the Travelling 

Moment Hypothesis. The perceived duration was about 85 ms in full-cycle, and 95 ms in half-cycle. The 

second experiment gave additional evidence supporting the Travelling Moment Hypothesis: subjects had 

to report the direction of the moving “shadow”. According to the Discrete Moment Theory, the shadow 

would travel in the direction opposite to that of the sequence: one position n of the sequence is off the 

moment, and the position n-1 will be off in the next moment. According to the Travelling Moment 

Hypothesis, the shadow would travel in the same direction to that of the sequence (one position n of the 

sequence is off the moment, and the position n+1 will be off in the next sliding moment). Results showed 

that subjects perceived the shadow movement in the same direction as the sequence, comforting the 

Travelling Moment Hypothesis. 

 

 

 
Fig. 1.3 Experimental design used to disregard the Discrete Moment Theory in favor of the Travelling 

Moment Theory. A horizontal line occupied successively 12 positions vertically aligned on the screen. The 

duration of the whole sequence (τ), so the rate of presentation of the lines, was controlled by the subject. 

When decreasing the duration (so increasing the presentation rate), perception switched from a stationary 

array of horizontal lines through which moved a dark band of shadow (called movement), to a stationary array 

of horizontal lines flickering in synchrony (called simultaneity). Subjects should adjust the duration of the 

sequence to be at this switch point (labelled M). Two types of trials were distinguished: descending trials with 

large default duration, making subjects decrease it slowly, and ascending trials with small default duration, 

making subjects increase it slowly. The sequence was presented either using the whole duration (full cycle 

condition), or during half of the whole duration, resulting in a twice-higher presentation rate of the 12 lines 

following by an empty interval (half cycle condition). The Discrete Moment Hypothesis predicts that if all steps 

in the cycle fall within one discrete moment, they will be perceived as simultaneous. For the full-cycle display, 
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the total duration of the cycle should be τ = M, for the half-cycle display, τ = M (ascending trials) or τ = 2M 

(descending trials). On the contrary, the Travelling Moment Hypothesis predicts that all successive elements 

will be continuously present within the travelling moment span, i.e. T = M in both full and half cycle 

conditions. (Adapted from Allport, 1968) 

 

 

1.3.  Neural oscillations in support of the temporal 

structure of perception 
 

1.3.1. Neural oscillations as a temporal structure for perception 
 

A neural oscillation results from the coherent activity of a neural assembly, alternating between 

excitatory and inhibitory cycles. Neural oscillations can be segregated into frequency bands which have 

been hypothesized to determine their function: delta oscillations (1-3 Hz) may internalize external 

rhythms to optimize perception (Lakatos et al., 2008) and mediate temporal expectations (Schroder & 

Lakatos, 2009; Stefanics et al., 2010); theta oscillations (4-7Hz) have been proposed to be involved in 

working memory processes (Lisman & Idiart, 1995); alpha oscillations (8-12 Hz) may generally reflect 

inhibitory processes (Klimesch et al., 2007, Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010) and may support information 

sampling (Varela et al., 1981; Van Rullen & Koch, 2003); beta oscillations (12-30 Hz) may underlie the 

maintenance of current sensorimotor goals or cognitive state (Engel & Fries, 2010) and, gamma 

oscillations (30-150 Hz) could reflect feature integration (Singer, 1999) and information comparison with 

top-down information (Herrmann et al., 2004).  

 

The frequency division of brain rhythms, phylogenetically preserved (Buzsaki & Draguhn, 2004), 

indicates that the period of an oscillation could have a functional role as a temporal processing window. 

Larger periods allow the transfer of information across broader spatial scales while smaller periods, i.e. 

faster oscillations, implement local processing (von Stein & Sarnthein, 2000; Buzsaki, 2006). 

Synchronization of different oscillators all over the brain causes the temporal adjustment of the different 

processing windows which ensures an efficient communication between brain areas (Fig 1.4, Varela et 

al., 2001; Fries, 2005; Bastos et al., 2015). Oscillations can also be entrained by external rhythms, which 

provides the brain with an internalized temporal frame optimally adjusted to process environmental 

inputs (Lakatos et al., 2008; Schroeder & Lakatos, 2009). Last but not least, the neural oscillatory activity 

denotes a hierarchical organization where low frequency oscillations generally modulate higher-

frequency activity (Lakatos et al., 2005). This cross-frequency coupling was empirically observed (Palva et 

al., 2005; Canolty et al., 2006) in crucial aspects of spatial navigation (Bragin et al., 1995; Tort et al., 

2008) and working memory (Tort et al., 2009) and is thought to underlie more global mechanisms of 

information processing (Jensen & Colgin, 2007). The frequency hierarchy critically informs on the dual 

bottom-up/top-down nature of perception (Engel et al., 2001; Buschman & Miller, 2007). The brain is no 

longer considered as a passive device reacting to external inputs but rather as an active system self-

generating information by complex loop patterns (Buzsaki, 2006, book). Perception is therefore the 
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product of both sensory processing and predictions, expectations, general knowledge, and contextual 

information carried by the ongoing activity. This bottom-up/top-down duality is reflected in the 

oscillatory organization, as feedback processing is conveyed by gamma oscillations while feedforward 

processing prevails in the alpha/beta bands (van Kerkoerle et al., 2014; Michalaeras et al., 2016).  

 

 

 
Fig. 1.4 Communication through coherence. A. The excitatory (red) and inhibitory (blue) profiles of two 

neuronal assemblies are depicted: on the top, one assembly codes for an apple, on the bottom, for a pear. 

When information is transmitted to a higher area (middle), information representing the apple arrives 

during an excitatory cycle in the higher area, enabling information transmission, while the pear-information 

is inhibited. B. When the excitability profile is represented, the difference between information transmission 

and inhibition is translated into a phase code. (Adapted from Fries, 2015) 

 

 

1.3.2. A sampling window mediated by alpha oscillation 
 

A corollary to the hierarchical structure of the present moment is the implication that perception 

is discretized. Cyclicality in psychophysical measurements and the disruption of perceived causality after 

roughly 100 ms brings empirical evidence in favor of this hypothesis (Pöppel, 1970; Dehaene, 1993; 

VanRullen & Koch, 2003). Given the observed time constants, the alpha oscillation has been considered a 

suitable candidate for implementing such a sampling window. The flickering wheel illusion offers a direct 

experience of the discreetness in perception: a static wheel is seen in the peripheral field as flickering at 
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the frequency of an individual’s alpha peak (Sokoliuk & VanRullen, 2013). In visual perception, the 

process of individuation draws a coarse spatio-temporal object representation preceding identification. 

The capacity limits of 4 items (Piazza et al., 2011) does not only depend on spatial constraints but rather 

on temporal limitations (Wutz & Melcher, 2014). Correct individuation of items presented within 100 ms 

was correlated with a stronger alpha phase reset (Wutz et al., 2014), suggesting that information 

processing is limited to the temporal boundary of an alpha cycle.  

 

 

 
Fig. 1.5 Discrete perception and serial attention. A. Discrete perception periodicly samples information into 

snapshots (yellow balls). B. Serial attention can be seen as an evidence for discrete perception, where the 

attentional focus jump from an attended spatial location to another. (Adapted from VanRullen & Dubois, 

2011) 

 

 

On the other hand, several studies showed that the phase of ongoing alpha oscillations predicted 

the detectability of an event (Busch et al. 2009; Mattewson et al. 2009), by enhancing cortical excitability 

(Dugué et al., 2011). Thus, alpha oscillation does not only subserve perception but also anticipatory and 

temporal attention (Worden et al., 2000; Klimesch, 2012). From these observations, it was suggested 

that the mechanism discretizing perception and serial attentional processes could be two sides of the 

same coin (Fig. 1.5, VanRullen & Dubois, 2011). Alpha oscillations were proposed to reflect pulsed 

inhibition enabling the gating of sensory processing (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010) and temporally selective 

activation (Klimesch, 2012). Moreover, it is very likely that the neural rhythms implementing temporal 

windows of processing are not unique, as foreseen by the proposal of a nested structure lying beneath 

the present moment (Pöppel, 1997, Varela, 2001). Rhythmic attentional sampling was also correlated 

with theta-modulated gamma activity (Landau et al., 2015). Modulation of perception due to the phase 

of pre-stimulus oscillatory activity was found for frequencies up to 30Hz, with predominance in the theta 

and alpha range (Fig. 1.6, VanRullen, 2016).  
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 Fig. 1.6 Time-frequency measures of pre-stimulus phase divergence between two perceptual outcomes, 

pulled across 10 independent EEG studies. Colored values indicate significant difference of phase between 

the two perceptual outcomes. Two peaks in theta and alpha bands are emerging. (Adapted from VanRullen, 

2016) 

 

1.3.3. Are oscillations markers of perceptual moments? 
 

The distinction between rhythmic and discrete perception is of fundamental importance 

regarding temporal perception. Rhythmic perception (Fig. 1.7A) entails that information is more 

efficiently processed during a specific phase of an oscillatory cycle, whereas discrete perception (Fig. 

1.7B) delays processing to the next frame if a stimulus arrives too late (VanRullen, 2016). In other words, 

discrete perception directly guides temporal parsing, therefore influences temporal perception (Fig. 1.7D 

and H). One experimental prediction of discrete perception is that the oscillation frequency would affect 

perceived simultaneity: the wider the temporal window (i.e. the smaller the frequency), the more likely 

two events will fall within the same window, leading to perceiving simultaneity (Fig. 1.7 F and H). 

Empirical evidences indeed showed a relationship between oscillation frequency and time perception. 

Individual alpha frequency peak was negatively correlated with the percent of fusion percepts between 

two flashes (Samaha & Postle, 2015), suggesting that alpha oscillations determine the granularity of 

temporal perception.  
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Fig. 1.7 Rhythmic versus discrete perception. A. Rhythmic perception entails that information is more 

efficiently processed during specific phase of a cycle (depicted by light bulbs).  The oscillation (C) modulates 

the probability of perception (E) but a change in the frequency of the oscillation will not affect perception. B. 

Discrete perception chunks the information flow into frame or snapshot. If a stimulus arrives too late, its 

processing will be delayed to the next frame (D, pair of blue/green stimulus to be compared with the red/pink 

pair). A pair of stimulus lying in the same frame will be judged as simultaneous (red/pink pair) while a pair of 

stimulus processed within two frames will be perceived as sequential (blue/green pair). Perceived timing 

depends of the phase (G) but also of the frequency (H) of the oscillation. (Adapted from VanRullen, 2016). 

 

 

A second prediction of discrete perception is that oscillation phase modulates time perception 

(Fig. 1.7G), which have been confirmed by empirical findings. Some studies observed that the phase of 

alpha oscillations predicted the perception of causality (Cravo et al., 2015) and that the phase of theta 

oscillations predicted the outcome of integration and segregation tasks, when trials were locked to the 

first stimulus onset but also to eye fixation onset (Wutz et al., 2016). This suggests that the alignment of 

a processing window can be triggered by external stimulation and by overt sensory sampling. Yet, while a 

seminal study reported that simultaneity was more likely perceived when the stimuli were presented 

during the occipital alpha peak than during the alpha through (Varela et al., 1981), some attempts failed 

to replicate these results (VanRullen & Koch, 2003). More investigations are needed to decipher whether 

perception is truly discrete and whether neural oscillation defined moments in temporal perception (van 

Wassenhove, 2017). Specifically, the question of whether the phase of neural oscillations represents 

conscious timing remains a burning issue (van Wassenhove, 2016). 
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Chapter 2  

 

Temporal information as content in consciousness 
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Literature review 

 

2.1.  Perceiving temporal order 
 

2.1.1. Temporal order as a subjective content of consciousness 

 
Temporal order perception has intrigued scientists since the early beginning of experimental 

psychology, when astronomers in the 19th century discovered that a stable error when judging the timing 

of audition relative to vision characterized each individual – thus called the personal equation (Sanford, 

1888). Temporal order is the relationship between distinct events with respect to a past/future timeline. 

Perceiving temporal order, a.k.a succession, signifies perceiving the sequential organization of events. 

Succession is one of the two concepts – with duration – that account for the notion of time (Fraisse, 

1984). The twin of succession is simultaneity but both leads to uncorrelated perceptual outcomes. 

Indeed, the temporal order threshold i.e. the minimal duration necessary to correctly perceive the 

temporal order between two stimuli, is different from the simultaneity threshold, i.e. the minimal 

duration needed to correctly perceive simultaneity. For auditory stimuli, the temporal order threshold is 

about 20-40ms and the simultaneity threshold is about 5-10ms (Lackner & Teuber, 1973). Temporal 

order threshold appears similar across modalities for transient simple stimulation while the simultaneity 

threshold is larger for vision than for audition or tactile modality (Hirsh & Sherrick, 1961, Kanabus et al., 

2002), suggesting that a central mechanism may be at stake in temporal order perception (van 

Wassenhove, 2009). Between participants, perceptual thresholds obtained  in  simultaneity  and  

temporal-order  judgment tasks  do  not  correlate  (Love  et al.,  2013;  van  Eijk  et al., 2008), comforting 

the idea that the temporal representations engaged in these two tasks differs. Another alternative could 

be that, even if implicit timing has a fine-grained temporal resolution, the temporal resolution of 

conscious timing may be adjusted to task-related goals or to the complexity of information thus 

sometimes appears as poorer (van Wassenhove, 2009). Aiming at segregating events should equate 

conscious and implicit timing and consequently inform on the temporal resolution of perception. 

 

Besides the fact that perceived order can be task- modulated, it is also subject to a large inter-

individual variability. Perceiving a pair of stimuli in a different order that the one they were actually 

presented is a known phenomenon since the beginning of experimental psychology (Sanford, 1888) but 

still remains an unsolved and puzzling question. Recent evidence point to the high inter-individual 

variability of temporal order perception (Stone et al., 2001; Vroomen et al., 2004; Boenke et al., 2009; 

Love et al., 2013; Freeman et al., 2013; Kösem et al., 2014), yet, the issue of multisensory perception was 

rarely tackled at the subject’s level although the need arises (Spence & Squire, 2003, Mattews & Meck, 

2014). An interesting exception is a recent study investigating whether perceiving simultaneity is a 

prerequisite to achieve optimal audiovisual integration (Freeman et al., 2013). They showed that the 

subjective perception of simultaneity (measured by a temporal order judgment task between an 
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audiovisual pair of stimuli) correlates negatively with the temporal window of integration (measured by 

the McGurk and the stream-bounce illusion). To explain this counterintuitive finding, they proposed that 

the variations in timing across different mechanisms are compensated relative to their average timing, 

and not minimized as it was first thought. The so-called renormalization theory thus assumes that there 

is a quantity defined by the average time delay of temporal mechanisms in the brain that is used for 

compensation. 

 

The variability in order perception between tasks and individuals points toward active 

mechanisms in order to achieve an optimal perception (Harris et al., 2010). Temporal order is far from 

being automatically encoded (Naveh-Benjamin, 1990) as neural delays and temporal noise have to be 

dynamically compensated for (Sugita & Suzuki, 2003). 

 

2.1.2. Models of Temporal Order Judgment (TOJ) 
 

To study the mechanisms underlying temporal order perception, the classical task used in the 

literature is the Temporal Order Judgement (TOJ) task: two near-simultaneous stimuli are presented and 

the observer judges which one came first. The temporal delay between the stimuli varies typically in the 

range of 0 to 300 ms. Analysis of responses to the range of Stimulus-Onset-Asynchronies (SOA) allows 

one to calculate the delay for which the responses are at chance level, i.e. the delay corresponding to the 

perception of simultaneity, called Point of Subjective Simultaneity (PSS). A similar task is the simultaneity 

judgment (SJ) task where for the same stimuli, the observer report whether he/she perceived 

simultaneity or not. 

 

The first proposed model of cross-modal TOJ was the independent-channel model: each signal takes 

a specific time to be processed and the arrival time difference in a central mechanism is used as input of 

a decision function, from which is issued the final temporal order judgment (Sternberg & Knoll, 1973; 

Ulrich, 1987). The shape of the decision function depends on which model is considered (attention-

switching, perceptual moment, triggered-moment).  The PSS thus reflects the relative latency between 

two sensory channels, i.e. the constant error due to differences between the physical times taken by 

signals representing the stimuli to reach a hypothetical brain area where order is judged (Hirsh & 

Sherrick, 1961; Gibbon & Rutschnann, 1969; Sternberg, 1973). The so-called latency-hypothesis thus 

implies that other tasks estimating perceptual latencies should co-vary with the PSS, such as simultaneity 

judgement (SJ) and reaction time to single stimulus. However, it was largely reported that these 

measures were inconsistent with each other (Van Eijk et al., 2008; Love et al., 2013; Linares et al., 2014). 

Differences in biases were hypothesized to explain these discrepancies (Linares et al., 2014). However, 

whereas TOJ and RT are not consistent, modelling the latency distribution of sensory systems from 

reaction time to single stimulus can explain TOJ psychometric functions under the assumption that the 

timing component is shared and the decisional process is prone to task-specific biases (Gibbon & 

Rutschmann, 1969).  
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2.2.  Temporal order and attention 
 

 

2.2.1. Temporal order and attention 
 

The temporal order judgment task was used in two different lines of research, one investigating 

attentional processes and one studying the temporal perception per se. The latter gathers studies 

investigating how spatial location (Zampini et al., 2003), stimulus duration (Boenke et al., 2009) or 

context (Vroomen et al., 2004) affect temporal order perception. For instance, when the brain is 

confronted to systematic asynchrony (Fig. 2.1A), recalibration causes a shift of the perceived 

simultaneity toward the exposure lag (Vroomen et al., 2004; Fujisaki et al., 2004; Vatakis et al., 2007; 

Keetels & Vroomen, 2008) and can even illusorily reverse the attribution of causality between action and 

perception (Stetson et al., 2006). This recalibration effect could even arise after one single audiovisual 

exposure (Van der Burg et al., 2013). Very few of these studies control for attention (but see Ikumi & 

Soto-Faraco, 2014 on the interplay between selective attention and recalibration) although perceived 

simultaneity is largely influenced by attention. A second important niche in the literature uses TOJ as a 

tool to explore the law of prior-entry (Titchener, 1908), stating that an attended stimulus is more rapidly 

processed and therefore will reach awareness sooner. Attention is usually manipulated toward one 

modality or the other (Fig. 2.1B), causing a shift in perceived simultaneity toward the non-attended 

modality (Sternberg & Knoll, 1973; Spence et al., 2001; Shore et al., 2001). Even if controversial evidence 

suggests that a shift in decisional criterion or sensory facilitation could be a better account for the shift in 

perceived simultaneity, than the acceleration of sensory processing, a.k.a. prior-entry (Schneider & 

Bavelier, 2003), carefully controlled experiments (e.g. Spence & Shore, 2001) demonstrated a true prior 

entry effect (Spence & Parise, 2010). Some studies also proposed that prior-entry is mediated by both a 

decrease in processing speed of the non-attended stimulus and a faster processing of the attended 

stimulus (Weiss et al., 2013, Tünnermann et al., 2015). 
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Fig. 2.1 TOJ task is used in two distinct lines of research. A. Order perception is directly studied, for instance 

the recalibration effect causes a shift of perceived simultaneity due to asynchrony exposure. The dashed, 

black and gray lines correspond to the percent of « flash first » response after respectively simultaneous, 

visual-first and tactile-first stimulation. B. A second line of work explores the law of prior-entry, stating that an 

attended stimulus is more quickly processed and therefore perceived earlier. The grey dashed, black and black 

dashed lines correspond to the percent of « flash first » response in blocks where attention was focused on 

both modalities, touch and vision, respectively. (Adapted from A: Keetels et al., 2008; B: Spence et al., 2010). 

 

 

2.2.2. Neural correlates: spontaneous alpha fluctuations  
 

The prior-entry states that the processing of an attended stimulus speeds up compared to a non-

attended one. A direct neural corollary would be expected in the variability in latencies. Yet, no clear 

electrophysiological evidence were observed, as in a visuo-tactile TOJ, the prior-entry effect was 

associated with an earlier latency of the attended stimulus in the contralateral occipito-temporal sensors 

(Vibell et al., 2007) while in a visuo-tactile TOJ, it was associated with an increased amplitude in the same 

electrodes (MacDonald et al., 2005). Another marker of attention can be viewed in the spontaneous 

fluctuations of alpha power. The gating-by-inhibition theory (Fig. 2.2A) proposes that information 

processing is inhibited in task-irrelevant regions by means of a pulsed inhibition provided by alpha 

oscillations (Klimesch, 2012; Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010). Empirically, increased alpha power in irrelevant 

regions coupled to decreased alpha power in task-relevant regions enhances visual detection (Worden et 

al., 2000; Sauseng et al., 2005, Thut et al., 2006; Kelly et al., 2009; Fig. 2.2B). A decreased alpha power 

also predicts enhanced visual detectability (Ergenoglu et al., 2004; Hanslmayr et al., 2007) and visual 

discrimination (van Dijk et al., 2008). The causal relationship between alpha fluctuations, visual 

excitability and perception was demonstrated by, on the one hand inducing phosphenes with TMS 

(Romei et al., 2008) and on the other hand entraining TMS-induced occipito-parietal alpha oscillation 

(Romei et al., 2010). From the combination between the gating-by-inhibition framework and the law of 
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prior-entry, we hypothesized that pre-stimulus alpha fluctuations in sensory cortices may predict 

temporal order perception. 

 

 
Fig. 2.2 Gating-by-inhibition A. The gating-by-inhibition framework proposes that information is gated by 

inhibitory pulses provided by alpha oscillation. An increase alpha oscillation will prevent information from a to 

be routed to c, hence favoring a to b routing. B. The temporal spectral evolution (TSE) of alpha oscillation is 

decreased in the contralateral hemisphere to the cue. The first and second vertical line represents 

respectively the cue and target onset. (Adapted from A: From Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; B: Worden et al., 

2000). 

 

2.3.  Neural correlates of temporal order judgment 
 

The neural correlates of temporal order have been investigated with the direct comparison of 

perceived order from a TOJ task, or by comparing order perception with simultaneity perception. Other 

lines of work also studied order in working memory.  

 

2.3.1. Brain regions involved in temporal order judgment 

 
Psychophysics modelling proposed that a central system is computing the order of stimulus 

arrival. A potential candidate could be the parietal lobe (Battelli et al., 2007, Fig. 2.3A). TMS on the right 

posterior parietal cortex affected the PSS of a visual TOJ (Woo et al., 2009) and bilateral temporal 
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parietal junction (TPJ) was more activated in a TOJ than for a shape judgement (Davis et al, 2009; Fig. 

2.3B). Correct perception of auditory order also activated bilateral TPJ but only the activity of the left TPJ 

was negatively correlated with individual performance (Bernasconi et al., 2010). Left post-central lesions 

impair auditory TOJ (Steinbuchel et al., 1999). Audiovisual asynchrony activated the right TPJ (inferior 

parietal lobule –IPL- and supramarginal gyrus), right DLPFC (middle frontal gyrus), left inferior parietal 

lobule (Adhikari et al., 2013, Fig. 2.3C) and the right insula (Bushara et al., 2001). In a tactile TOJ, the 

bilateral premotor cortices, middle frontal gyri, TPJ (inferior parietal cortices and supramarginal gyrus), 

and the superior and middle temporal gyri were more activated compared to a numerosity judgement 

task (Takahasi et al, 2013). Other lines of work also studied ordinality or ordering in motor sequences, 

which show consistent patterns with TOJ studies. Ordinality estimation was for instance associated with 

the activation of the middle frontal gyrus (Rubinsten et al., 2013) and serial order of motor sequence was 

processed in the medial premotor cortex in monkeys (Crowe et al., 2014). 

 

 

 
Fig. 2.3 Areas involved in visual, audiovisual and tactile TOJ. A. Bilateral TPJ and right inferior frontal gyrus 

and superior frontal gyrus activation was found when a visual TOJ task is contrasted to a shape 

discrimination task (blue, noted as experiment 1). Experiment 2 (red) controls for the potential confound 

that participants could attend to the stimulus onset in TOJ and not in the shape discrimination task. In 

experiment 2, left TPJ, the supramarginal gyrus and bilateral frontal eye fields were activated. B. Right TPJ 
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and DLPFC and left IPL (green) are significantly more activated during perception of audiovisual asynchrony 

compared to rest. Right STG, left DLPFC and left TPJ are significantly more activated during perception of 

audiovisual simultaneity compared to rest. C. Bilateral premotor areas, middle frontal gyrus, TPJ (inferior 

parietal cortices and supramarginal gyrus), were more activated in a TOJ than in a numerosity judgment task 

D. In addition to the « what » and « where » pathways respectively dedicated to object recognition and 

localization, a third pathway indicates « when » an object is. (Adapted from A: Davis et al., 2009; B: Adhikari 

et al., 2013, C: Takahashi et al., 2013; D: Battelli et al., 2007). 

 

 

The neural correlates of temporal order were also studied in contrast with simultaneity 

perception. Audiovisual synchrony activates the superior temporal sulcus (STS, Lewis & Noppeney, 

2010). Stronger connectivity from STS to primary areas indicated audiovisual coincidence (Noesselt et al., 

2007). Common activations to audiovisual TOJ and SJ were found in the left inferior and superior parietal 

lobules, bilateral supplementary motor areas (SMA), inferior frontal gyrus and right occipital pole (Binder 

et al., 2015). Specific activations were found for the TOJ task only, in the left frontal-parietal networks 

(middle and inferior frontal gyri, superior and inferior parietal lobules) and the left occipito-temporal 

junction. Similar results were found in the comparison of tactile SJ and TOJ, where bilateral premotor 

cortex and left inferior and superior parietal lobules were more activated by TOJ (Miyazaki et al., 2016). 

Besides, the SMA is likely to play a central role in motor timing (Coull et al., 2011).  

 

2.3.2. Studies of evoked-responses and pre-stimulus oscillatory activity 

 
The dynamics of TOJ and related oscillatory activity were also investigated. Correct responses in 

difficult auditory TOJ were associated with smaller P2 amplitude of the evoked response (Lewandowska 

et al., 2008). In audiovisual TOJ, physical and perceived synchrony caused delayed auditory responses 

compared to physical and perceived asynchrony, while physical asynchrony triggered a delayed visual 

response if the percept was ambiguous compared to a correct perception (Franciotti et al., 2011). 

Increased amplitude of the auditory response predicts a higher accuracy in audiovisual simultaneity 

judgment, but only when the sound was presented first (Kaganovich & Schumaker, 2016). Altogether, 

these results suggest that latency differences arise asymmetrically depending on the modality. 

 

A few studies investigated the influence of ongoing oscillations on the perception of 

simultaneity. Increased pre-stimulus beta power in somatosensory cortex predicts the perception of 

tactile simultaneity (Lange et al., 2012). Beta phase coherence in the auditory and visual cortices was 

also modulated by audiovisual simultaneity perception (Kambe et al., 2015). In auditory TOJ, an 

increased pre-stimulus beta activity in left TPJ predicts a correct order perception (Bernasconi et al., 

2011). They speculated that, akin to the gating-by-inhibition framework (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010), the 

beta increase functionally inhibits the neural processing of the second stimulus, decreasing the sensory 

load and the interference between the two sounds. It however appears an unlikely explanation for two 

reasons. First, beta power is rarely related to functional inhibition, but more to the maintenance of 

information (Engel & Fries, 2010).  Then, if prestimulus beta power is indeed inhibiting information 
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processing, it is unclear why the processing of the second stimulus will be more impacted than the one 

of the first stimulus.  

 

2.3.3. Brain regions for order in working memory 

 
Order in working memory has been studied by two broad classes of tasks: serial recall, where a 

list of item is presented to a participant that have to recall them in the correct order, and order 

recognition on a pair of stimulus previously presented within a sequence. Behavioral evidences, such as 

reaction time, dissociation related to the item presentation or specific interferences, suggest that item 

and order recall are supported by different mechanisms and represented separately. One plausible 

mechanism proposed that each item is tagged by its position in the sequence, and that order is treated 

as a magnitude (Marshuetz, 2005). The hippocampal, parietal and prefrontal cortices were associated to 

order processing (for review, Marshuetz, 2005). The hippocampus was suggested to separate pattern 

and encode order. The order representation would then be processed in parietal regions sensitive to 

magnitude and prefrontal areas (dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and premotor area) would be involved in 

control and task-related goals. Neurons in the prefrontal cortex of monkeys indeed encoded order-based 

information progressively translated into goal-related representations (Genovesio et al., 2009). 

Additionally, the right supramarginal gyrus, the DLPFC and bilateral angular gyrus were observed during 

a mental time travel task (Gauthier & van Wassenhove, 2016). Altogether, these results are in line with 

the activation in fronto-parietal network found in perceptual temporal order studies. 

 

 

2.4.  The phase code hypothesis for order 
 

 Spontaneous oscillatory activity is no longer considered as a by-product of neuronal organization 

(Singer, 1999) but have crucial functional implications in input selection, synchronizing between-areas 

processing, learning (Buzsaki & Draguhn, 2004), consciousness (Engel & Singer, 2001), top-down 

processing (Engel et al., 2001) and information multiplexing (Akam & Kullmann, 2014). Oscillatory activity 

was proposed to be hierarchically organized, with the faster frequencies driven by the slower 

frequencies. A nested organization between delta, theta and gamma oscillations allows an optimal 

adjustment of the neural excitability to the timing of upcoming events (Lakatos et al., 2005). Such nested 

organization can be observed by cross-frequency coupling, and in particular by phase/amplitude 

coupling (PAC) when the phase of the slow oscillation modulates the power of the fast oscillation (Jensen 

& Colgin, 2007). Empirical evidences showed that theta/gamma coupling in hippocampus codes for 

spatial positions during rodent spatial navigation (Bragin et al., 1995). Theta phase was also proposed to 

index items in working memory, represented by gamma oscillations. The number of gamma bursts 

nested within a theta cycle could lead to the 7-item limit in working-memory capacity (Lisman & Idiart, 

1995). Indeed, prefrontal theta oscillations increase during order maintenance compared to item (Hsieh 

et al., 2011) or spatial information (Roberts et al., 2013) maintenance. The ordering of gamma cycles 

predicts the perceived order of items in the parahippocampus/fusiform gyrus (Heusser et al., 2015). 
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During a learned sequence of pseudowords, theta/gamma coupling in auditory areas was modulated by 

violations of the sequence, in both monkeys and humans (Kikuchi et al., 2017). 

 

 
Fig. 2.4 Theta/gamma coupling, underlined by phase precession and empirically observed in spatial 

navigation, could form a general code to encode ordered items. A. Each neuron receives an oscillatory 

inhibitory input (red) and an asymmetric excitatory signal (blue). The neuron fires when excitation exceeds 

inhibition (green dots). When excitation increases, the excitability window is larger (blue bars) and the 

neurons fires earlier within the inhibitory cycles. B. The asymmetry of the excitatory signal is built by 

experience, and ensures a relationship between phase and the information represented by the firing neurons 

(for instance, the position of a moving rat), broken when the excitatory signal is symmetric (blue). C. In the rat 

hippocampus, each cell assembly fired at its preferential place field (P1-P8). At a specific time point, the 

position coded by the assembly with the strongest excitatory profile (colored lines) will be represented earlier 

in the theta phase (bottom dark sinusoid). The width of the colored bars indicates firing intensity of the 

different assemblies. D. The theta/gamma code could be generalized to the representation of ordered items. 

E. A speculative alpha/gamma code could prioritize the items of a visual scene in a similar way. (Adapted from 

A, B: Mehta & Wilson, 2002; C: Buzsaki, 2010; D: Lisman & Jensen, 2013; E: Jensen et al., 2014). 
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 Theta/gamma coupling thus appears to support the encoding of items within a sequence, the 

item being a spatial position in navigation or an object in working memory. The mechanism ensuring the 

maintenance of the sequence order through time is called phase precession. In a coupled oscillatory 

system consisting of inhibitory and excitatory neurons, the increase in dendritic depolarization will cause 

earlier and earlier firing of spikes within the inhibitory cycles (Fig. 2.4A). In other words, the coupling 

strength within an excitatory network is proportional to the firing phase (Buzsaki & Draguhn, 2004). 

Phase precession was empirically assessed during rats’ navigation (O’Keefe & Recce, 1995) where 

position is encoded by gamma bursts embedded within theta cycles (Fig. 2.4C). The relationship between 

theta phase and rats’ position is stronger if the excitatory profile is asymmetric (Fig. 2.4B), which can be 

acquired by experience and learning (Mehta & Wilson, 2002). A sequence of events is thus compressed 

within a theta cycle, enabling a representation for order. The ubiquity of phase precession suggests that 

such oscillatory coupling could code more generally for the representation of ordered items (Lisman & 

Jensen, 2013, Fig. 2.4D). Another theory even proposes that such code could also represent the order in 

which items in a visual scene are processed (Fig. 2.4E). An alpha/gamma code was suggested to support 

the prioritization of items processing within a “to-do list” (Jensen et al., 2014). 

 

 These evidences suggest that the phase of slow oscillation codes for order in working memory, 

so we generalize this statement by hypothesizing that the phase of slow oscillation codes for perceptual 

order. Consistently, a recent study showed that a shift in the phase of entrained oscillations was 

correlated with the variability of perceived audiovisual simultaneity (Kösem et al., 2014). Additionally, 

the phase of ongoing alpha oscillations predicts the detectability of an event (Busch et al. 2009; 

Mattewson et al. 2009), by enhancing cortical excitability (Dugué et al., 2011). The phase of spontaneous 

alpha oscillations could thus be a possible candidate to support the representation of perceptual order. 

 

2.5.  Working hypotheses 
 

 Perceived order can be incorrect, vary between individuals and be modulated by task-related 

requirements on the temporal precision. This variability appears as the visible face of underlying active 

mechanisms overcoming neural delays and temporal noise to achieve an optimal perception of order. 

Temporal order judgment tasks were used to investigate temporal order perception per se or through 

the prism of prior-entry. The law of prior-entry states that an attended stimulus will reach consciousness 

earlier. Combined with the gating-by-inhibition framework instantiating alpha oscillations as markers of 

functional inhibition, we hypothesized that spontaneous alpha power in sensory cortices predicts 

temporal order perception. The parietal lobe including temporal parietal junction (TPJ) was commonly 

activated in tactile, visual, auditory and audiovisual TOJs, suggesting that it could be the central stage 

where order is computed. Prefrontal activity including middle frontal gyrus and/or SMA was also 

consistently found, potentially coordinated cognitive control. The neural oscillatory activity exhibits a 

hierarchical organization structuring cognitive operations. Phase-amplitude coupling enables a slow 

oscillation to modulate at a fine-grained temporal scale the amplitude of a faster rhythm. Theta/gamma 
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coupling offers a code for representing ordered items in spatial navigation but also in working memory 

and more speculatively in a visual scene. We hypothesized that perceptual order could be coded by the 

phase of slow oscillations. 
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An approach tackling the subjectivity of 

consciousness in order perception 
 

2.6. Goal, hypothesis and summary of results 
 

 Temporal order is particularly well suited to be studied as the content of consciousness due to 

the high subjectivity of time perception. Yet, while subjective temporal order has been studied for 

decades, no clear neural correlates were found, as detailed in the previous chapter. We proposed here 

that some underlying neural processes could have gone unnoticed because individual differences were 

disregarded. Temporal order is particularly prone to substantial differences of perception between 

participants but, although they were reported in the literature (Sanford, 1888; Stone et al., 2001; 

Vroomen et al., 2004; Boenke et al., 2009; Freeman et al., 2013; Love et al., 2013; Kosëm et al., 2014;), 

they were not tackled as an approach to understand the neural mechanism of temporal order 

perception.  

 

 We hypothesized that this large inter-individual variability hides individual biases in temporal 

order perception. To test the stability of a potential individual bias, four sessions of an audiovisual 

temporal order judgement (TOJ) task were conducted within 4 months with the same participants. 

Results showed that each individual was indeed characterized by a stable bias in temporal order 

perception. 

 

 As attention is known to modulate the perception of order due to the law of prior-entry, we then 

questioned the relationship of this bias and attention. TOJ tasks were either used in studies investigating 

the effect of attention on processing facilitation (Neumann et al., 1993; Spence et al., 2001; Weiss et al., 

2013), or in studies aiming to characterize other factors of temporal order perception (Boenke, 2009; 

Vroomen et al, 2004; Zampini et al., 2003). The former showed that the psychological measure (point of 

subjective simultaneity, PSS), which can be derived from TOJ tasks, was highly sensitive to manipulations 

of attention, while the latter were based on experimental designs that did not control for attention. We 

raised the question of the necessity to control for attention by asking whether the individual bias in 

temporal perception could be explained by attentional factors. We thus added, to the longitudinal study, 

conditions manipulating attention toward vision or audition. The attentional effects on PSS were 

replicated and findings also showed that the individual bias in temporal order perception was 

independent from attention. Additionally, the extent of the attentional effect was not able to fully 

compensate for the intrinsic bias. 

 

 These findings were published in the following article. 

Grabot, L., & van Wassenhove, V. (2017). 28(5):670-678. Time order as psychological bias. Psychological 

Science. doi: 10.1177/0956797616689369. 
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2.7. Article  
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Neural data supports psychological findings 
 

 

2.8. Goal, hypothesis and summary of results 
 

 The phase of neural oscillations is a suitable candidate to encode time as the content of 

consciousness, as argued in the introductory section. Phase indeed reflects perceived order when 

oscillations are entrained by an external rhythm (Kösem et al., 2014). We aimed to test whether 

oscillatory phase can explain temporal order perception in the absence of entrainment. As a ubiquitous 

rhythm in the brain, the alpha oscillation appears as a possible candidate to encode temporal order (see 

the previous section for justifications). In an MEG study, we tested whether the alpha phase just before 

the presentation of an audiovisual pair of stimuli could predict the perceived order, in absence of any 

entrainment. We did not find any evidence in that direction. We thus proposed that the phase of the 

oscillation may reflect timing – the temporal structure of events - but not time – as the content of 

consciousness. 

 

 An alternative hypothesis was built on the gating-by-inhibition framework (Jensen & Mazaheri, 

2010). High alpha power was related to the inhibition of information processing, which increased 

performance when distractor information was efficiently inhibited. We hypothesized that high auditory 

alpha power coupled to low visual alpha power would predict the perception of the visual stimulus first, 

whereas a high visual alpha power coupled to a low auditory alpha power would predict the perception 

of the auditory stimulus first. While classical group analysis between perceived orders did not reveal any 

significant differences in pre-stimulus alpha power, at the individual level, decreased alpha power 

predicted a correct response, whose modality depended on the participant’s PSS. For a negative-PSS 

participant, a correct response was to perceive the sound first, while for a positive-PSS participant, a 

correct response was the perception of the flash first. Crucially, the alpha power difference between 

perceived orders was linearly correlated with PSS. A larger PSS was associated with a larger alpha power 

difference between the perceptions of the flash versus the sound first, whereas individual with a PSS 

near to physical simultaneity showed almost no alpha power differences between perceptual judgments. 

 

 This findings stress the importance of to taking inter-individual differences into account, which 

can reveal mechanisms that would have otherwise been overlooked. They are highly consistent with the 

existence of a psychological bias in the temporal order perception system.  The alpha oscillation appears 

to gate the weights of sensory evidence and of an intrinsic bias, tipping the scales in favor of a correct or 

biased perceptual decision. 

 

 These findings were published in the following article. 

Grabot L, Kösem A., Azizi L. & van Wassenhove V., (2017) Prestimulus alpha oscillations and the temporal 
sequencing of audiovisual events. Journal of Cognitive Neuroscience. doi: 10.1162/jocn_a_01145 
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2.9. Article  
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Chapter 3  

 

Temporal sequences implicitly shape conscious 

content 
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Literature review 
 

 

3.1.   Prediction is carried by low-frequency oscillations 
 

The hypothesis of temporal encoding windows suggests that the perception of a target occurring at a 

specific time point will be influenced both by what, within the encoding window, has occurred before 

and after the target. Prediction will be briefly introduced along with its neural correlates and we will then 

focus on postdiction. 

 

3.1.1. Prediction 

 
The brain constantly emits predictions about forthcoming events, and updates these predictions 

based on their comparison with sensory evidence (Friston, 2005; Brown & Braver, 2005). These top-

down modulation biases perceptual inferences in favor of a plausible solution and could be mediated by 

the synchronization of ongoing neural oscillations (Engel et al., 2001). In both humans and monkeys, 

feedback processing was related to alpha/beta rhythms while feedforward information could be carried 

by gamma oscillations (van Kerkoerle et al., 2014; Michalareas et al., 2016).  

 

The brain can also exploit the temporal regularities or temporal relationships between events to 

ensure an optimal processing (Arnal & Giraud, 2012) as seen when external rhythms entrain neural 

oscillations (Lakatos et al., 2008). Anticipating when events occur, or temporal prediction/expectation, 

has been shown to reset the theta-delta entrained oscillations and align to the predicted onset of the 

stimulus with the most optimal phase (Fig. 3.1A, Stefanics et al., 2011). Even in the absence of 

entrainment, top-down expectation can regulate the alpha power (Rohenkhol & Nobre, 2011) and phase 

(Samaha et al., 2015) so that an attended stimulus will arrive during an optimal phase enhancing visual 

performance. 
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Fig. 3.1 Temporal prediction and selective attention. A. The phase of low-frequency oscillations is reset by 

top-down temporal expectations in the auditory cortices. The ideal phase within a delta cycle fastens reaction 

time. B. The cartoon depicts selective attention networks with endogenous and exogenous fluxes in blue and 

red respectively. The broken line indicates that information transmitted by the superior colliculus to the visual 

cortex transit by the thalamus. Green arrows denote feature-based signals. Abbreviations: IFJ, inferior frontal 

junction; IT, inferotemporal cortex; LIP, intraparietal sulcus; TPJ, temporoparietal junction. (Adapted from: A: 

Arnald & Giraud, 2012, B: Mueller et al., 2017) 

 

 

3.1.2. Prediction differs from endogenous attention 

 
Endogenous attention can also influence perception and differs from prediction in the sense that 

it does not carry any informational content but rather prioritize processing in a goal-relevant manner. 

For instance, an abstract cue can indicate in which side of the screen a visual target will appear, which 

overtly directs spatial attention and leads to increased detectability (Fig. 3.1B). Selective attention has 

been shown to correlate with increased gamma activity in monkey visual cortices and decreased activity 

in low-frequency (Fries et al., 2001). The representation of attended location was found in prefrontal 

cortex, while bottom-up attention involved the parietal cortex (Buschman & Miller, 2007). Prediction and 

attention modulate neural responses in opposite directions: neural responses evoked by attended 

stimulus are increased while predicted stimulus triggers reduced neural responses (Arnal & Giraud, 

2012).  
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One recent study orthogonally manipulated attention and predictions (Sherman et al., 2016).  

Expectations were varied by changing instructions about the probability of target occurrence. It was 

shown that, independently of attention (Fig. 3.2A), the phase of alpha oscillation at stimulus onset 

predicted the extent of prior expectations (Sherman et al., 2016, Fig. 3.2B). Importantly, the same alpha 

phase predicted the absence of a stimulus, whether the expectation was for or against the absence of 

the target (Fig. 3.2C). The authors proposed that priors are periodically transmitted by the alpha 

oscillations. An alternatively interpretation could be that a mechanism is regulated the timing of 

oscillation so that the optimal alpha phase is aligned with the stimulus, depending on what is expected 

(stimulus presence or absence). It also remains unclear whether alpha oscillation is carrying the 

probability of the prior to influence the final judgment or the prior content itself.  

 

 
Fig. 3.2 Alpha phase in prior expectations. A. Before the beginning of the trial, indications give the 

attentional instructions (ignore or attend to the visual search array) and modulate the prior expectation (the 

Gabor is present in 25% - more likely absent- or in 75% of the trials –more likely present). The participant 

should report the absence or presence of the Gabor, rate his/her confidence and, in the visual search trial 

only report the presence of the target letter. B. Tim-frequency representation of phase opposition between 
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yes and no reports for all trials, during prestimulus activity. The vertical dashed line represents the onset of 

the Gabor. The alpha phase significantly (white outlines) differs between reports. C. An optimal alpha phase 

(grey shading) biases decision toward reporting « no » in the absence-expected condition (25%, in blue), and 

« yes » in the presence-expected condition (75%, in red). (Adapted from Sherman et al., 2016). 

 

 

3.2.  Defining postdiction  
 

 

3.2.1. Postdiction 

 
The perception of a stimulus can surprisingly be affected by what happen after its presentation. 

Postdiction was operationally defined by Shimojo (2014) as the phenomenon in which “a stimulus 

presented later seems causally to affect the percept of another stimulus presented earlier”. Postdiction 

arguably applies to illusory phenomena like apparent motion, the colored phi phenomenon or the flash-

lag effect (Nijhawan, 1994). 

 

 
Fig. 3.3 Postdictive phenomena. A. In the colored phi phenomenon, two stimuli presented at an optimal 

spatio-temporal distance will be perceived as one stimulus moving (apparent motion effect) and changing 

color from blue to red.  B. In the flash-lag effect, a moving stimulus (black ring) is perceived as leading a flash 

whereas both stimuli were simultaneously presented. C. In the rabbit illusion, a sequence of three tactile 

stimuli is presented on the participant’s arm, with a regular inter-stimulus interval around 100ms. The second 

stimulus is tapped at the same spatial location (in white) than the first one, near to the wrist, but is felt closer 

to the location of the third tap (in red). (Adapted from: C: Shimojo, 2014). 

 

 

The notion of postdiction historically derived from the illusion of the flash-lag effect, where a 

moving object is perceived as leading a flash presented at the same position (Fig. 3.3A and B; for a 

complete review, see Bachmann, 2013). It was first suggested that compensation mechanisms 

extrapolate the location of the moving stimulus, correcting for the spatial lag due to processing latencies, 

but fail to do so with the unpredictable flash (Nijhawan, 1994). An alternative hypothesis, the latency 

difference, proposed that flashed stimuli take more time to be processed than moving objects (Baldo et 

al., 1995; Whitney & Murakami, 1998). The difference in processing delays was hypothesized to arise 
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from the attentional reallocation process (Baldo et al., 1995). A seminal set of experiments manipulating 

the trajectory of the moving object challenged these views and were at the origin of the postdictive 

account (Eagleman & Sejnowski, 2000). A flash was presented at the same spatial position than a moving 

ring, and was perceptually mislocalized. The illusion depended not on the pre- but only on the post-flash 

trajectory of the object, the computation of the trajectory being reset by the flash onset (Fig. 3.4). One 

criticism of postdiction was that the flash reset predicts a change in perceived speed, which fails to be 

empirically observed (Nijhawan, 2002).  

 

 
 

Fig. 3.4 Seminal study on postdiction. A. A flash was presented at the same spatial position than a moving 

ring, and participants were asked to report whether they perceived the flash below or under the center of the 

ring. The ring continues its trajectory (left condition), stops (middle), or reverses its trajectory (right). B. In the 

flash-initiated condition, the moving ring started at the spatial location of the flash (left), did not move 

(middle) or moved forward (right). These experiences showed that the mislocalization depends on the post-

flash trajectory of the object. (Adapted from Eagleman & Sejnowski, 2000). 

 

 

The flash-lag effect probably arises from a combination of different mechanisms, which could 

unify these findings (see also for more exhaustive reviews, Nijhawan, 2002; Hubbard, 2014; Khoei et al., 

2017). A very recent study proposes a Bayesian model incorporating both prior for smooth transition of 
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successive motion states and updates by the current sensory evidence (Khoei et al., 2017). Such 

computation can be implemented by reentrant feedforward connections, creating interference between 

an early and a late stimulus (Shimojo, 2014). Even if the mechanisms underlying the flash-lag effect 

remains speculative, both low and high-level processes could contribute (Hubbard, 2014). 

 

3.2.2. Postdiction differs from retrocueing and retroperception 

 
Backward masking is also a phenomenon where post-stimulus information influences 

perception. Two stimuli presented in close temporal proximity result in impaired visibility of the first 

stimulus (the target) due to the following stimulus (the mask).  The temporal delay between target and 

mask leading to a maximized masking effect depends on the type of masking but is roughly around 

100ms (Enns & Di Lollo, 2000). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3.5 Retroperception A. A cue indicating the target side (grey contour) was presented before or after the 

target (Gabor). Participants reported the direction of the tilted Gabor and rated their subjective visibility. B. 

Accuracy increased when the cue is congruently presented -200 ms before the target (shaded area), but also 

up to 400ms after (blue), compared to the incongruent cueing condition (red). This improvement in conscious 

perception due to postcueing is called retroperception. (Adapted from Sergent et al., 2013). 

 

 

A second stimulus closely following a target does not necessarily impair the target perception 

but can have a beneficial influence, an effect called retro- or post-cueing. In both pre- and retro-cueing, 

alpha desynchronization was observed contralateral to the cued side, even if the ERP patterns differ, 

suggesting that the early evoked response integrates pre-stimulus influence only (Myers et al., 2015). 

Retrocueing was thought to selectively favor the transfer of sensory information into short-term 

memory. A recent study challenged this view and proposed that retrocueing (or “retroperception” in the 
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authors’ terminology) can affect conscious perception (Sergent et al., 2013). Indeed, a cue spatially 

congruent with the target and presented up to 400ms after a target (Fig. 3.5A) triggered the conscious 

perception of the target that would have otherwise been missed (Fig. 3.5B). Retroperception has been 

proposed to be accounted for by selective attention which would retrospectively be attracted and 

consequently retrospectively enhance visual memory traces, prompting a new conscious percept 

(Sergent et al., 2011; Sergent et al., 2013, Thibault et al., 2016). An alternative explanation would be that 

retroperception is partially triggered by sensory-level interactions. A condition where both sides were 

cued showed the retroperception effect up to 200 ms (Sergent et al., 2013), which could be explained 

either by low-level interactions or by an attentional focus on multiple separate locations. To control for 

this, the visual properties of the cue were changed: the modification did not have any impact on 

retroperception, which discards the sensory-level hypothesis. Yet, a recent study challenges this view 

and claims that retroperception could be triggered by pure sensory-level integrations, without any 

redirection of spatial attention (Xia et al., 2016). The experimental design was almost identical to Sergent 

and colleagues’ design (2013), except that the cue and the target were always presented at the same 

fixed position within a block, ensuring that full attention was directed to this position. Increased 

discrimination accuracy was observed for post-cue presented up to 150-200ms, a temporal range similar 

to the range observed in the bilateral cue condition in Sergent’s study. However, subjective visibility did 

not correlate with objective accuracy, on the contrary to Sergent’s study, which is not consistent with 

the notion of a retrospective triggering of conscious perceptual experience. Moreover, they also varied 

the visual properties of the cue, which resulted in decreased accuracy. The discrepancy with Sergent’s 

study could originate from the more pronounced difference in cues (dot ring in Xia’s study, noise-

textured ring in Sergent’s study). However, the sensitivity was not significantly different between the 

two types of cue. Conclusion about a possible sensory-level account for retroperception is hard to draw 

from these mixed findings and more investigation will be needed to rule on the matter. 

 

 
Fig. 3.6 Postdiction differs from backward masking and retroperception. Backward masking (A) and 

retroperception (B) modulate the conscious access of the target information, either impairing it (red cross) or 

enabling it (red arrow) in the case where the target information would have been under consciousness 

threshold (dashed arrow). On the contrary, the stimulus following a target in postdiction (C) does not 

influence its visibility but rather modify the content of the conscious representation (the feature T of the 

target is consciously perceived as feature E). 
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In postdiction, the conscious content of the target representation itself is modified, unlike 

backward masking or retroperception, where the target visibility is modulated by the following stimulus 

(Fig. 3.6). We postulate that postdiction can be formally singled out from retroperception and backward 

masking due to fundamental different mechanistic origins in particular with respect to the functional role 

of attention in these phenomena. Retroperception appears to be accounted for by a purely attention-

driven mechanism triggering a new percept into consciousness (Sergent et al., 2013) – and maybe 

partially by low-level interactions (see previous paragraph) - whereas backward masking could be 

explained by independent low-level mechanisms such as contour-inhibitory processes based on lateral 

inhibitions (Breitmeyer & Ogmen, 2000). Postdiction can also be modulated by attention (Kilgard & 

Merzenich, 1995; Baldo et al., 2002) but its core mechanism is more likely pre-attentional (Nijhawan, 

2002).  

 

 

3.2.3. Postdiction as a general mechanism for perception  
 

Postdictive phenomena were also reported at the level of memory for larger temporal scale 

ranging from minutes to months. Hindsight bias is for instance the tendency to judge past events as 

being more foreseeable that what they actually were, observed in judging historical, sport or trial-related 

events (Shimojo, 2014). In a controlled-lab experiment, the participants’ choice was biased toward a 

stimulus-based judgement while they believed having made their choice before the presentation of the 

stimulus (Bear & Bloom, 2016). The similarity between perceptual and long-term postdiction could 

reflect shared functional processes homogenizing and revising knowledge/perception in order to achieve 

causal consistency, even if the underlying mechanisms are probably different. The idea that causality is 

postdictively reconstructed stems from the decorrelation between physical order and perceived causality 

(Choi & Scholl, 2006). Causality causes temporal compression (Haggard et al., 2002; Eagleman & 

Holcombe, 2002; Faro et al., 2013) and, even more strikingly, could drive order perception (Bechlivanidis 

& Lagnado, 2016) and event segmentation (Radvansky & Zacks, 2014). Postdiction is also at the core of 

the debate on free will launched by Benjamin Libet’s experiments: the sense of agency could issue from 

a postdictive assessment on the consistency of a percept (Shimojo, 2014). 
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3.3.  The Rabbit illusion 
 

3.3.1. The Rabbit illusion as a proxy for postdiction 
 

Saltation is a spatio-temporal illusion explained by postdiction, where a regular sequence of 

tactile stimuli is presented at two locations on the skin (Geldard & Sherrick, 1972). The two first stimuli 

are presented near to the wrist, while the last is presented near to the elbow (Fig. 3.3C). The second 

stimulus is perceived as mislocalized toward the position of the last stimulus, as if a little rabbit was 

hopping along the arm, hence the name of the Rabbit illusion. The presentation of the last stimulus 

influences the perception of the second one, making postdiction a prime explanation for saltation. 

Compared to the flash-lag effect, a minimal set of three stimuli is needed to elicit the illusion (Geldard, 

1982), which allows for an easier neuroimaging investigation. The stimuli are of the same nature without 

any motion involved anymore, which discards de facto the latency-difference and the motion-

extrapolation theories proposed for the flash-lag effect.  

 

Moreover, the relative displacement observed between perceived locations depends only on the 

temporal delay between stimuli and is independent of attention (Fig. 3.7A), suggesting that postdiction is 

an automatic pre-attentional process. It is yet noteworthy that attention can modulate the absolute 

position of the stimuli, because it could explain the discrepancy between earlier results and recent 

replications (Kilgard & Merzenich, 1995). Indeed, Geldard reported a complete mislocalization of the 

second stimulus at the last stimulus’ position (Geldard, 1977; Flach & Haggard, 2006), while following 

studies only found maximal mislocalization half-way between the two stimulated positions (Fig. 3.7B and 

C, Asai et al., 2012). The intensive training of Geldard’s participants probably boosted the effect. 

 

Last but not least, the Rabbit illusion was observed in tactile (Geldard, 1977; Geldard & Sherrick, 

1983; Eimer et al., 2005; Flach et al., 2006; Trojan et al., 2009: Blankenburg et al., 2006), but also 

auditory (Hari et al., 1995; Shore et al., 1998: Phillips et al., 2001; Kidd et al., 2004; Ishigami & Phillips, 

2008) and visual (Khuu et al., 2010; Khuu et al., 2011) modalities, strongly speaking in favor of a common 

central mechanism structuring perception. As in the flash-lag effect, the feature postdictively revised is 

the spatial location. Yet, postdiction was also assessed on changing color (Kamitani & Shimojo, 1999) 

during a colored flash-lag effect (Sheth et al., 2000). Overall, the Rabbit illusion appears as a convenient 

perceptual illusion to address postdiction.   
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Fig. 3.7 Temporal profile of the Rabbit illusion. A. When a sequence of four stimuli are presented at two 

positions (two near to the elbow, two near to the wrist), attention (red arrow) modulates the perception of 

the intermediate stimuli. However, the distance between the intermediate stimuli depends only on the ISI and 

not on attention. B. In early reports, the mislocalization is total: the intermediate stimulus is perceived at the 

last stimulus’ position when the ISI (inter-stimulus interval) is low. C. Such « full rabbit » were not reported 

afterwards, as the maximal mislocalization (medium gray) was found halfway between stimulated position 

(black and light gray) for intermediate ISIs. Intensive training and attention manipulation were advocated to 

explain the discrepancy. (Adapted from A: Kilgard & Merzenich, 1995; B: Geldard, 1977; C: Asai et al., 2012) 

 

 

3.3.2. The Rabbit illusion depends on a “slow-speed” prior 
 

One crucial feature of the mechanism underlying the Rabbit illusion is the involvement of a 

“slow-speed” prior knowledge, which was formalized in Bayesian terms (Goldreich & Tong, 2013, Khoei 

et al., 2017). This prior expressed the higher likelihood for smooth motions, probably learned from 
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natural statistics (Jones & Huang, 1982). Once combined with perceptual evidence, the posterior 

probability biases the percept in favor of a regular spatial distribution, resulting in the second stimulus 

apparently attracted by the last one. The prior would be based on two assumptions: (1) a single object is 

moving, and (2) the stimulus is temporally regular. Indeed, the violation of assumption 2, tested by 

introducing temporal irregularities in the sequence, weakens the illusion (Geldard & Sherrick, 1972). On 

the opposite, the effect was stronger for sequences with numerous stimuli compared to shorter ones 

(Geldard, 1977; Flach & Haggard, 2006), which strengthen both assumptions. Besides, when vertical and 

horizontal gratings are used, the intermediate stimulus is strikingly following either a linear or a 

curvilinear trajectory consistently with the grating orientation (Khuu et al., 2011; Fig. 3.8). The visual 

features of the gratings are thus integrating into an object representation, used as the basis to infer the 

most probable trajectory. 

 

 

 
Fig. 3.8 Prior information involved in the rabbit illusion. Depending on the orientation of the stimuli 

gratings, the spatial mislocalization of the second stimulus will follow a linear (A and B) or a curvilinear (C 

and D) trajectory. The shade of gray represents different inter-stimulus intervals (ISI). (Adapted from Khuu 

et al., 2011). 
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If postdiction indeed relies on a prior probability, increasing the uncertainty of sensory encoding 

should strengthen the illusion as this will confer stronger weight to the prior. The flash-lag effect was for 

instance enhanced with blurred rather than sharp stimuli (Soga et al., 2009), larger eccentricity, faster 

target velocity, and less predictability on the presentation of the flash object (for a review, see Hubbard, 

2014). Larger flash-lag effects were also reported when the flash occurs at a specific phase of pre-

stimulus alpha oscillations inhibiting stimulus encoding (Chakravarthi & VanRullen, 2012). Altogether, 

these evidences are in line with the involvement of prior knowledge in postdiction, which is a key 

process differentiating postdiction from retroperception and backward masking. The functional 

relevance of postdiction could be to assure the consistency of perception, filling-in the blanks let by noisy 

sensory evidence, as the Rabbit was even felt even in areas lacking of receptors (Lockhead et al., 1980; 

Geldard et al., 1977; Miyazaki et al., 2010). 

  

3.3.3. Neural correlates 
 

One fMRI study investigated the neural correlate of the tactile Rabbit illusion (Fig. 3.9A). They 

showed that the retinotopic area corresponding to the perceived but not stimulated location was 

activated by the illusory sequence (Blankenburg et al., 2006; Fig. 3.9B). Higher-order areas as right 

premotor and prefrontal cortices were also activated by the illusion (Fig. 3.9C). Concerning the 

exploration of temporal dynamics, disruption of the activity in MT+ significantly reduced the flash-lag 

effect when TMS pulses are send 200ms after the flash onset (Maus et al., 2012). 

  

The activation of high-level areas is consistent with the notion of prior in the illusion; however 

the underlying mechanisms remain unclear. Top-down feedback projections have been related to 

alpha/beta bands while feedforward information is carried by gamma oscillations (van Kerkoerke et al., 

2014; Michalaeras et al., 2016; Sedley et al., 2016). Cross-frequency coupling enables the multiplexing of 

top-down and bottom up information (Fontolan et al., 2014). Moreover, cross-frequency coupling was 

modulated by learning ordering relationship, in monkeys and humans’ auditory areas (Kikuchi et al., 

2017). We hypothesized that an increased activity in low frequency bands and a potential change in 

cross-frequency coupling could translate the involvement of prior information in the illusion. 
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Fig. 3.9 fMRI activation during a tactile rabbit A. Three conditions were contrasted: veridical rabbit, illusory 

rabbit and control. B. Common activation for the veridical-rabbit and illusory-rabbit conditions are shown in 

orange (left image), projected onto the localizer contrast (P1 versus P2 and P3 in bright gray, P2 versus P1 and 

P3 in intermediate gray, P3 versus P1 and P2 in dark gray). Both Rabbit conditions activate the areas coding 

for P2. In the whole brain analysis (right image), the same contrast showed activation of the left inferior 

frontal gyrus. C. When the illusory rabbit is contrasted to the veridical rabbit, the right middle frontal gyrus 

and the precentral inferior frontal gyrus are activated. (Adapted from Blankenburg et al., 2006). 

 

  

3.4.  Summary and working hypotheses 
 

Encoding windows entail that perception of a brief stimulus arises from the combined influence 

of sensory evidence temporally flanking the target. Pre-stimulus information such as predictions may 

constrain the perceptual inference made on subsequent stimuli. Predictions were hypothesized to be 

carried by low-frequency oscillations. Postdiction consists in the influence of a late stimulus on the 

conscious representation of a stimulus that was presented earlier. The perceptual change in the 

representation of the event may be mediated by the influence of prior knowledge learned from 
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ecological statistics. One hypothesis is that top-down expectations, supported by low-frequency 

oscillations, can be related to prior information, while feedforward sensory evidences could be coded by 

gamma activity. The Rabbit illusion appears as a convenient tool to explore postdiction as it involves a 

simple sequence of three identical stimuli.  
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Prediction and postdiction builds perception 
 

 

3.5. Goal, hypothesis and summary of results 
 

Ongoing neural activity is now widely recognized for impacting the processing of upcoming stimulus. 

More surprisingly, late stimulus can also influence early stimulus. Postdiction precisely consists in the 

possibility that a later stimulus influences the conscious representation of a stimulus that occurred 

before it. The representational updating was thought to arise from top-down expectations based on 

prior knowledge. High-order areas such as right premotor and prefrontal cortices were indeed related to 

postdiction. However, top-down expectations from higher-order areas typically reflect predictive 

mechanisms modulating low-level sensory areas. The interplay between prediction and postdiction can 

only be unraveled with time-resolved imagery, which was left unexplored up to now.   

 

To investigate the underlying mechanisms of postdiction, we used a visual version of the Rabbit illusion 

(Geldard, 1977). An isochronous sequence of three flashes was presented in the periphery of the visual 

field, with the two first flashes presented at the same location, and the last one a little further away. The 

second stimulus was perceived in-between the physically stimulated locations ~50% of the time 

following the calibration of the inter-stimulus interval. Hence, the same visual sequence was either 

correctly perceived or illusory, enabling us to compare different percepts elicited by the same 

stimulation. In a control condition, the intermediate stimulus was presented at an intermediate position 

yielding the same perceptual report as the rabbit illusion. To balance the participant’s attentional focus, 

two conditions were added that changed the direction of the visual sequence (inward or outward).  

 

Overall, perceiving the rabbit illusion was associated with increased amplitude of the evoked responses 

following the presentation of the full visual sequence in the left premotor area and the right parieto-

frontal regions along with a differential activation in the right retrosplenial/primary visual regions. The 

analysis of oscillatory activity preceding the presentation of visual sequences showed that an increased 

alpha power in visual regions was correlated with the illusory perception of the sequence, but only in the 

outward condition. Both pre- and post-stimulus activity seems to influence the perception of the second 

stimulus embedded in the sequence. More investigation is needed to determine the oscillatory 

mechanisms underlying postdiction, and to assess whether prediction plays a role in the rabbit illusion. 

Analyses are therefore ongoing at the time of writing.  
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3.6. Introduction 
 

 Sensory information unfolds over time, along with the neural and cognitive operations that 

process the sequence of events. One hypothesis is that the temporal structure of sensory events 

unfolding over time is itself an information that the brain incorporates in its sensory analysis to make 

sense of its environment (Zacks & Tversky, 2001). Under this working hypothesis, the perceptual 

outcome is delivered at the end of what has been recognized by the system as a sequence of temporally 

related stimuli. One question is how the brain determines the parsing size of informational chunking and 

this has been largely addressed for speech (Giraud & Poeppel, 2012). Another question is that under this 

scheme, the perception of a stimulus in a sequence may be affected by the latest stimulus in the 

sequence. The perception of earlier stimuli will therefore seem to be causally driven by latest stimuli. 

This phenomenon, called postdiction, may be related, for instance, to situations where a mask impairs 

the visibility of a preceding target (backward masking) or rather improves it (Sergent et al., 2013). 

Postdiction is thought to be the source of perceived apparent motion or the rabbit illusion (Bachmann, 

2013; Shimojo, 2014). In the rabbit illusion, earlier stimuli within a sequence are mislocalized due to the 

temporal regularity of the full sequence (Geldard & Sherrick, 1972). For instance, if two tactile stimuli 

presented on the wrist are followed by one stimulus presented near to the elbow, the second stimulus 

will be perceived at an intermediary position between the first and last stimulus in the sequence, as if it 

was attracted towards the last stimulus in the sequence. This illusion was described in the tactile 

(Geldard, 1977; Geldard & Sherrick, 1983; Eimer et al., 2005; Flach et al., 2006; Trojan et al., 2009: 

Blankenburg et al., 2006), but also in the auditory (Hari et al., 1995; Shore et al., 1998: Phillips et al., 

2001; Kidd et al., 2004; Ishigami & Phillips, 2008), the visual (Khuu et al., 2010; Khuu et al., 2011) and 

across sensory modalities (Kamitani & Shimojo, 2001), suggesting a common central mechanism 

temporally structuring perception.  

 Despite the importance of the temporal dynamics underlying the postdiction phenomenon, 

surprisingly little is known with regards to the neural implementation of postdiction and very few 

neuroimaging studies have tackled the question (Blankenbourg et al., 2006; Maus et al., 2012). For 

instance, postdiction has been proposed to explain a visual illusion called the flash-lag effect, in which a 

moving object is perceived ahead of a flash, although both are presented simultaneously (Nijhawan, 

1994). Postdiction would intervene in the flash-lag effect because a change in the post-flash trajectory of 

the moving object, while keeping an identical pre-flash trajectory, was influencing the final percept, 

ruling out pure predictive accounts (Eagleman & Sejnowski, 2000). TMS applied to motion area MT+ has 

been shown to significantly reduce the perceived lag when TMS pulses were sent 200 ms after the flash 

onset (Maus et al., 2012), indicating that post-flash information were integrated in the perceptual 

representation. 

 

 In this study, we wished to investigate the “when” of postdiction with combined magneto- and 

electro-encephalography (M/EEG) recordings. However, the use of a moving stimulus as in the flash-lag 

effect prevents a temporally precise tracking of information in brain activity.  On the contrary, the visual 
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rabbit illusion reduces the flash-lag effect to the more simple expression of a 3-flash sequence, which 

shrinks the complexity of the phenomenon while preserving the core operations. The discretization of 

the sequence allows, for instance, disentangling evoked brain signals responses. A sequence of three 

flashes was presented on the periphery of the right visual field. The stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) was 

chosen so that the illusion was seen half of the time (test trials). This provided us with two post-hoc 

conditions deriving from an individual’s perceptual outcome given the sequence: illusory (ILL) and 

veridical (VER) trials in which participants mislocalized or correctly reported the localization of the 

second stimulus in the sequence, respectively (Fig. 3.11A). Hence, ILL trials with VER trials provided a 

clear contrast of the sensory and decisional processes involved in the illusory perception given the same 

physical stimulation. Additionally, a control condition (CTRL) was introduced in which the second 

stimulus was physically presented at an intermediary position between the first and last flashes in the 

sequence. The CTR trials thus consisted in a similar perceptual outcome as the ILL trials, but with a 

different visual sequence.  

 

 More specifically, we build on the working hypothesis that the reconstruction of the visual 

sequence in the rabbit illusion is effectively postdictive, meaning that “a stimulus presented later seems 

causally to affect the percept of another stimulus presented earlier”, following the operational definition 

of postdiction proposed by Shimojo (2014). Two predictions derive from this working hypothesis: (1) the 

last stimulus may trigger the activation of neurons that are retinotopically coding for the filled-in 

position, and (2) higher brain areas may be involved in the reallocation of spatial loci for each stimulus 

after the sequence presentation. In the tactile modality, the somatotopic area corresponding to the 

perceived but not stimulated location was indeed activated by the rabbit illusion sequence (Blankenburg 

et al., 2006). Higher-order areas as right premotor and prefrontal cortices were also activated by the 

illusion. Our two predictions would extend Blankenburg et al.’s proposals (2006) to the visual modality 

and further explore the temporality of the process. M/EEG source reconstruction was used to estimate 

the neuroanatomical loci of significant differences both for evoked and oscillatory brain responses. 

 

 From a computational viewpoint, the rabbit illusion can be scrutinized under a Bayesian 

framework. The perceived position of a stimulus combines both the likelihood estimating spatial 

uncertainty and a prior probability on spatial location given the frequency of presentation. This prior 

expresses the strong expectation toward stimuli moving at slow speed, probably learned from natural 

statistics (Jones & Huang, 1982; Goldreich & Tong, 2013, Khoei et al., 2017). The resulting posterior 

probability hence favors the perception of a regular spatial distribution. Based on this account, 

increasing the uncertainty of sensory encoding should result in an illusory perception, as the system is 

relying more on the prior probability. The flash-lag effect was for instance enhanced with increased 

sensory uncertainty (Soga et al., 2009). A possible marker indexing the level of excitability of a neural 

network is the spontaneous alpha oscillation (Romei et al., 2008; Iemi et al., 2016). Increased alpha 

power was proposed as inhibiting information processing (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010). Hence, lower pre-

stimulus alpha power could predict a veridical perception whereas an overall higher alpha power would 

predict an illusory perception.  
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 Not only the power but also the phase of spontaneous alpha fluctuations modulates the 

excitability of neural populations (Klimesch et al., 2007; Haegens et al., 2011). If a stimulus arrives during 

a low excitability period (e.g. the peak of the alpha oscillation), the reliability in sensory encoding will 

decrease. The sensory uncertainty will thus be maximal, leading to lower stimulus detection (Mathewson 

et al., 2009; Busch et al., 2009; Dugué et al., 2011). The phase of 7Hz pre-stimulus activity predicted the 

strength of the flash-lag effect, suggesting that perceptual evidences are preferentially encoded during 

certain temporal windows (Chakravarthi & VanRullen, 2012). We thus tested the impact of the reliability 

of the first stimulus encoding on the processing of subsequent stimuli by contrasting alpha/theta phase 

between illusory and veridical trials (Fig. 3.10A). An alternative hypothesis considers that sensory inputs 

occurring within the same oscillatory cycles will be integrated together (Varela, 1981; Pöppel, 1991; 

Wutz & Melcher, 2014). In the rabbit illusion, if the second stimulus lied within the same encoding 

window than the last stimulus, the positional information of the latter will influence the perceived 

position of the former, leading to the illusion. However, if the second stimulus lied within the same 

encoding window than the first stimulus, it is more likely to be perceived at its veridical position (Fig. 

3.10B). We expected that the phase of at the entrained frequency (around 4Hz) at the first stimulus 

onset can predict the illusion.  

 

 
Fig. 3.10 Pre-stimulus phase and power hypothesis. A. In a Bayesian framework, increasing the sensory 

uncertainty on spatial position (depicted by a larger black and white circle) favors the illusory mislocalization 

of a flash embedded within a regular sequence. Both the power and phase of the alpha oscillation influence 

the proper encoding of incoming stimuli. We hypothesized that decreased alpha power, a marker of selective 

attention , predicts veridical perception (green) while increased alpha power predicts the illusion (red, left 

panel). Specific alpha phase enhance neural excitability and visual detectability. We hypothesized that the 

alpha phase corresponding to the onset of the first stimulus affects the spatial ambiguity on location of the 

first stimulus, hence biasing the perception of the whole sequence (right panel). B. An alternative hypothesis 

considers an oscillatory cycle as a temporal window of encoding (TEW). If the second stimulus lied within the 

same encoding window than the last stimulus, the positional information of the latter will influence the 

perceived position of the former, leading to the illusion (red). However, if the second stimulus lied within the 
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same encoding window than the first stimulus, it is more likely to be perceived at its veridical position (green). 

A difference of phase in the delta/theta frequency range is expected when contrasting the two percepts. 

 

 

3.7. Materials and Methods 
 

3.7.1. Participants 
 

19 right-handed participants (8 males; age = 28 years, SD = 6) took part in the study. All had 

normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were not under any medical treatment, had no neurologic history, 

and were naive as to the purpose of the study. Each participant provided a written informed consent in 

accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki (2008) and the Ethics Committee on Human Research at 

NeuroSpin (Gif-sur-Yvette, France). Five participants were excluded from the study: the digitalization 

procedure prior to M/EEG recording was not carried out properly for one participant; the data for one 

participant was too noisy, and three participants did not reach the 60% performance criterion in the 

control task for one or two conditions. Hence, a total of 14 participants (6 males, age = 29 years, SD = 6) 

were considered in the final M/EEG analyses. 

 

3.7.2. Experimental design 
 

The stimuli consisted of three M-scaled 2D Gaussian blobs presented as a spatiotemporal 

sequence along the right horizontal meridian at 15.1°, 18.5° and 21.8° of visual angle (the diameter being 

respectively 2.5°, 3° and 3.5°). The second stimulus was presented at the same position than the first 

stimulus (test trials), while in the control condition, it was presented at an intermediate position 

between the first and last stimuli (Fig. 3.11A). Each stimulus was presented during 50 ms. The inter-

stimulus interval (ISI) between the flashes was previously determined in a pilot study (n = 5) to cause the 

perception of the illusion in 50% of the trials. Knowing that the rabbit illusion can be influenced by 

attentional strategies (Kilgard & Merzenich, 1995), the sequence of flashes was presented centrifugally 

or centripetally relative to the fixation dot (Fig. 3.11B). Thus, participants could not predict where the 

next sequence started, ensuring that they payed equally attention to the three spatial locations. The SOA 

was 188 ms for the centripetal sequence of stimuli (inward condition) and 272 ms for the centrifugal 

sequence (outward condition). The reasons of this temporal asymmetry remain unclear but it mirrors 

previous difference in illusory reports observed for the flash-lag effect between centrifugal and 

centripetal conditions (Kanai et al., 2004). Each test condition was repeated 300 times and each control 

condition 150 times, leading to 900 trials in total. The experiment was divided into 5 blocks, each one 

containing 60 repetitions of each test condition and 30 repetitions of each control condition presented in 

a randomized order. Each block lasted around 8 min, and participants were encouraged to rest 1-2 min 

during the breaks. They were told that the locations of the first and last flashes were always fixed. They 

performed a 2-alternative forced choice by judging whether the second flash was in an intermediate 

position between the first and last ones. To help them recognizing the second flash, it was made brighter 
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(contrast 1, compared to 0.4 for the first and last flashes). The next trial only began after a random 

waiting period comprised between 800 and 1300 ms triggered by the response button press. 

 

 
Fig. 3.11 Experimental design and behavioral results. A. In test trials, the two first flashes of the sequence 

were presented at the same spatial location. The second flash was perceived correctly (VER, in green), or at 

an intermediary position (ILL, in red). In control trials, the second stimulus was presented and perceived at 

an intermediary position (CTRL, in blue). Numbers in the circles indicate the temporal order of each flash 

within the sequence; dashed circle indicates the perceived position of the second flash. B. All stimuli were 

presented on the right horizontal meridian. Two directions for the sequence were possible, to ensure a 

balanced focus of spatial attention (outward or inward). The SOA was equal to 272ms in outward condition 

and 188ms in inward condition. C. The left panel shows that participants perceived the illusion in 53% 

(SEM=5) of test trials (light grey) and they perceived correctly 81% (SEM=0.9) of the control trials (dark 

grey). The right panel shows the same data split following on direction conditions. The dotted line 

corresponds to 50% of “intermediary position” response. D. In the left panel, reaction time was faster in 

CTRL trials (blue) than test trials (ILL, red, and VER, green). The right panel shows that reaction time is faster 

in outward than inward condition. *** p < .001, ** p< 0.01, * p < .05 

 

 

3.7.3. Psychophysics analysis 
 

Statistical analyses were conducted with R suite (R core team, 2013). A two-way repeated-

measure ANOVA was conducted on response probability with the trial type (test, control) and condition 

(inward, outward) factors. A two-way repeated-measure ANOVA was conducted on reaction time with 

perceptual outcome (ILL, VER, CTRL) and condition (inward, outward) factors. Reaction times were 

computed from the onset of the last stimulus. 
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3.7.4. Combined M/EEG and anatomical MRI data acquisition 
 

Brain activity was simultaneously recorded with magneto- and electro-encephalography (M/EEG) 

in a magnetically shielded room. A whole-head Elekta Neuromag Vector View 306 MEG system 

(Neuromag Elekta LTD, Helsinki) in upright position and equipped with 102 triple sensor elements (one 

magnometer and two orthogonal planar gradiometers per sensor location) and an Elekta EEG cap with 

60 sensors were used. MEG recordings were sampled at 1 kHz and high-pass filtered at 0.3Hz. Horizontal, 

vertical and horizontal electro-oculogram (EOG) and electrocardiogram (ECG) were recorded during the 

session. The reference electrode for EEG was placed on the top of the participant’s nose. Participants' 

head position was measured before each block with four head position coils (HPI) placed over the frontal 

and mastoid areas. Anatomical landmarks were used to locate the fiducial points (nasion and the left and 

right pre-auricular areas) and help for the coregistration between electrophysiological and MRI data. A 2 

min MEG signal without participant in the room was recorded the same day for the computation of the 

noise matrix. After the end of the M/EEG session, the participant underwent an anatomical MRI using a 

3-T Siemens Trio MRI scanner to provide high-resolution structural brain image. The classical MPRAGE 

sequence (voxel size: 1.0 x 1.0 x 1.1 mm; acquisition time: 466s; repetition time TR = 2300ms; and echo 

time TE= 2.98 ms) was used as well as the multi-echo FLASH sequence with flip angle at 5° and 30°, which 

ensured a better separation for skin and skull boundaries during the creation of the head model. 

 

3.7.5. M/EEG data preprocessing 
 

Signal space separation was applied to decrease the impact of external noise on recorded brain 

signals (Taulu et al., 2003). Signal space separation correction, head movement compensation, and bad 

channel interpolation were done using MaxFilter Software (Elekta Neuromag) after visual inspection of 

the raw data. Volumetric segmentation of participants’ anatomical MRI and cortical surface 

reconstruction was performed with the FreeSurfer software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/). 

These procedures were used for group analysis with the MNE suite software (Gramfort et al., 2014). The 

co-registration of the MEG data with the individual’s structural MRI was carried out by realigning the 

digitized fiducial points with MRI slices. Using mne_analyze within the MNE suite, digitized fiducial points 

were aligned manually with the multimodal markers on the automatically extracted scalp of the 

participant. To insure reliable coregistration, an iterative refinement procedure was used to realign all 

digitized points with the individual’s scalp. Finally, ocular and cardiac artefacts were corrected by 

rejecting ICA components, computed separately for EEG and MEG data, which correlates with ECG/EOG 

events. Epochs were rejected if their amplitude exceeded a certain threshold (gradiometers: 4000 e−13 

T/m, magnetometers: 4 e-12 T, EEG: 250 e-6 V). Bad EEG channels were visually detected and then 

interpolated. 

  

http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/
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3.7.6. M/EEG analysis 
 

Trial selection   

M/EEG data analysis was conducted with MNE-Python (Gramfort et al., 2013, 2014). Trials whose 

reaction time was faster than 200ms or slower than 4s were rejected (about 2% of rejection; RT from the 

offset of the second stimulus in the sequence). Trials were split following the perceptual outcome: in test 

trials, participants could perceive the illusion (ILL) or the correct localization (VER); in control trials, only 

correctly perceived trials were considered and thereafter labelled CTRL trials (81 +/- 0.9 % of trials).  

 

Epoching 

M/EEG data were low-pass filtered at 35 Hz and down sampled to 250 Hz. Epochs were locked 

on the onset of the first stimulus in the sequence from -300 to + 1200 ms. Baseline-correction was 

computed on the prestimulus period (-300 to 0 ms). Trials were sorted as a function of participants’ 

response and the number of epochs was equalized across conditions using automatized procedure in 

MNE-Python which insured that the selection of trials across conditions was as close in time during the 

acquisition as possible (cf. the function mne.epochs.equalize_epoch_counts on 

http://martinos.org/mne). In the inward condition, 76 trials (SD = 30) and 107 trials (SD = 59) were 

preserved on average when contrasting ILL vs. VER and ILL vs. CTRL, respectively. In the outward 

condition, 91 trials (SD = 37) and 105 trials (SD = 35) were used when contrasting ILL vs. VER and ILL vs. 

CTRL, respectively. 

 

Source reconstruction 

Individual forward solutions for all source locations located on the cortical sheet were computed 

using a 3-layers boundary element model (BEM) constrained by the individual’s anatomical MRI. Cortical 

surfaces extracted with FreeSurfer were sub-sampled to 10,242 equally spaced sources on each 

hemisphere (3.1 mm between sources). The noise covariance matrix for each individual was estimated 

from the raw empty room MEG recordings preceding the individual’s MEG acquisition. The forward 

solution, the noise covariance and source covariance matrices were used to calculate the dynamic 

Statistical Parametric Mapping (dSPM) estimates (Dale et al., 2000). The inverse computation was done 

using a loose orientation constraint (loose = 0.4, depth = 0.8) on the radial component of the signal.  

Individuals’ current source estimates were registered on the Freesurfer average brain for surface based 

analysis and visualization. 

 

Labels selection in source space 

Labels were selected from PALS_B12_Brodmann (BA) and PALS_B12_Visuotopic parcellations on 

the basis of the activity of combined ILL, VER and CTRL trials (Fig. 3.12). The visual activity was captured 

by V1, VP, middle temporal (MT) but also by BA30 as the visual response was medially spread. After S2 

presentation, temporal areas as the supramarginal (BA40) and the angular gyrus (BA39) were activated. 

At the end of the sequence, orbitofrontal areas (BA10), posterior cingulate (BA31) and motor cortex 

(BA4) were also activated. In addition, BA8 and BA10 were also selected to replicate Blankenburg et al. 
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(2006) analysis which found different activations in the inferior frontal cortex and middle frontal gyrus. A 

total of 22 labels (11*2 hemispheres) were used for the analysis. 

 

 
Fig. 3.12. Label selection. Source-reconstructed activity was averaged across control and test trials and 

plotted for each direction condition (inward on the right, outward on the left). Abbreviations: BA: Brodmann 

area, RS: retrosplenial (BA 30),  V1: primary visual area, AG: angular gyrus (BA 39), SMG: supramarginal gyrus 

(BA 40), VP: ventral occipital, M1: primary motor area (BA 4), V5/MT:  medial temporal, PCC: posterior 

cingulate cortex (BA 31), orbF: orbitofrontal (BA 10) 

 

 

Statistical analysis of evoked responses 

We contrasted ILL and VER trials to reveal differences in perceptual processes, and ILL and CTRL 

trials to investigate postdictive processes. Permutation paired t-test with spatio-temporal clustering 

(cluster threshold = 0.05) was realized on sensors data for each type of channels, from S2 onset up to 

800 ms. In source space, permutation paired t-test with temporal clustering (cluster threshold = 0.05) 

was performed on each selected label. Only clusters whose p-value was above .05 were reported. 
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Phase analysis 

Two alternative hypotheses predict a phase difference between illusion and veridical perception. 

First, the alpha/theta phase at the onset of the first stimulus could determine the quality of encoding of 

the first stimulus, hence the reliability of the whole sequence encoding. Second, low-oscillation cycles 

could determine temporal window of encoding. The instantaneous alpha phase was computed for each 

epoch at the onset of the first stimulus. Morlet wavelets were centered on 10Hz for the alpha band, 7Hz 

for theta band (as in Chakravarthi & VanRullen, 2012) and 4Hz, with respectively a number of cycles of 

3.3, and 2.5. Phase analyses were carried on the sensor showing maximal pre-stimulus power from -600 

to -100 ms for test trials. Inward and outward conditions were combined for this analysis. For each 

participant, all phases were normalized relative to the mean phase of ILL. At the group level, a Rayleigh 

test assessed whether each condition showed a preferential phase. To evaluate whether the two 

distributions were significantly different, a surrogates distribution was created by randomly shuffling the 

epochs’ labels (N = 1000). The normalization procedure was applied for each participant and the 

difference of phase was computed between the two random distributions at the group level. A 95% 

confidence interval was derived from this distribution. If the averaged phase difference between ILL and 

VER was outside the confidence interval, it was considered as significant at p = .05. 

 

Time-frequency analysis 

Epochs were defined from -800 to +1200 ms post-stimulus, downsampled to 333Hz and low-

passed filtered at 160Hz. Time-frequency analysis was applied on the whole epochs and on each sensor. 

Power was calculated using Morlet wavelets for the alpha band (7-13Hz) with 6.7 cycles. As the time-

frequency hypotheses focused on alpha pre-stimulus activity, no baseline was applied for the 

computation of oscillatory activity (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Busch et al., 2009; Hanslmayr et al., 2007). 

Alpha power was computed for combined in- and out-ward conditions but also for each condition 

separately. Spatio-temporal clustering based on permutation t-test was performed from - 600 to -100 ms 

post-stimulus onset for each channel type. Only significant clusters with p-value under .05 were 

reported. Alpha power was also computed in source space for each time point with Morlet wavelets (7-

13Hz, 6.7 cycles). 

 

3.8. Results 
 

3.8.1. Behavioral results 
 

On average across the inward and outward conditions, participants mislocalized the second 

stimulus in 53 +/- 5 % of the test trials and correctly perceived the location of the second stimulus in 81 

+/- 0.9 % of the control trials (Fig. 3.11C). A two-way repeated-measure ANOVA was conducted on the 

probability of “intermediary position” responses with condition (test, control) and direction (inward, 

outward) as factors. A main effect of condition (F(1,13) = 32.52; p = 7.10-5, η²p = 1.562) was found: 

participants perceived the second stimulus in intermediary position significantly more often in control 
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than in test trials, which was expected by experimental design.  No effect of direction (F(1,13) = 2.80, p = 

.118, η²p = .431) nor interaction between condition and direction were found (F(1,26) = 1.56, p = .233). 

 

Reaction times (RT) were also investigated with the working hypothesis that postdiction may 

implicate additional processing steps in ILL as compared to CTRL, which would be related to the temporal 

reorganization of events for the perception of the visual sequence.  A two-way repeated-measure 

ANOVA was thus conducted on RTs, with direction (inward, outward) and perceptual outcome (ILL, VER, 

CTRL) as factors (Fig. 3.11D). A main effect of perceptual outcome was found (F(2,13) = 5.703, p = .009), 

but no significant effect of direction (F(1,13) = 2.377, p = .147) nor interaction between factors (F(2,26) = 

0.926, p = .409) was found. A post hoc Bonferroni-corrected paired t-test showed that RT in CTRL was on 

average 123 ms faster than in ILL (p = 10-4, η²p = .512) and 133 ms faster than VER (p = .002, η²p = .534). 

As expected, RT was slower in ILL compared to CTRL, which could be due to additional processing steps 

related to postdiction. However, RT was also slower in VER compared to CTRL, while in these two types 

of trials, the participant’s response was correct. One explanation could be that participants actually 

perceived a small mislocalization even in VER trials, but the extent of the perceived mislocalization was 

not large enough to exceed a certain decisional threshold, resulting in a correct report. This implies that 

the temporal reorganization of events did occur in all test trials (hence the same difference of RTs in VER 

than ILL compared to CTRL) but in a lower extent than in ILL trials (hence the difference of report). An 

alternative post-hoc hypothesis could be that slower RT in VER as compared to CTRL trials may be due to 

additional perceptual or decisional processes dealing with the larger uncertainty of the sensory outputs 

in test trials.  

 

3.8.2. Neural markers of postdiction 
 

If the sequence was postdictively perceived, both visual and higher-order areas may be activated 

after the last stimulus presentation. Spatio-temporal clustering with permutation t-test was performed 

in sensor space on the two contrasts of interest, ILL vs. VER and ILL vs. CTRL. In central EEG channels, the 

neural activity was significantly different between ILL and CTRL, after the visual sequence (380-600ms, p 

= .002) but only in the inward condition (Fig. 3.14A). No other significant cluster was found, maybe 

because of the fact that MEG data were not realigned between participants. To overcome this problem, 

we performed temporal clustering with permutation t-test in source space within labels selected 

independently from the contrasts of interest (see Labels selection in source space in the methods section 

for more details). Common differences between in- and out-ward conditions were most likely involved in 

the common postdictive mechanism at stake. We nevertheless reported the differences specific to one 

condition.  
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Fig 3.13 Contrasting different perceptions for the same stimuli. The contrast ILL versus VER was expected to 

inform on perceptual and decisional processes related to the reorganization of the sequence. We found 

common differences between out- (top panel) and in-ward (bottom panel) conditions in sensory areas (right 

visual/retrosplenial cortices) and in higher-order areas (supramarginal and orbitofrontal/inferior frontal 

gyrus). Specific difference was found in the outward condition in MT. p-values: * < .05, ** < .01 

Abbreviations: BA: Brodmann area, RS: retrosplenial (BA 30),  V1: primary visual area, SMG: supramarginal 

gyrus (BA 40), V5/MT:  medial temporal, orbF: orbitofrontal (BA 10). 

 

 

The comparison between ILL and VER may inform on differences in sensory and decisional 

processes.  Common differences to direction conditions were found in right fronto-parietal areas (Fig. 

3.13): the activity increased when the illusion was perceived in orbitofrontal areas (outward: rh, p = .015, 

272-364 ms; inward: lh, p = .015, 676-736 ms) and in the right supramarginal (outward: p = .023, 632-734 

ms; inward: p = .043, 744-796 ms). These high-order areas were found after the end of the sequence 

presentation, suggesting that they could be involved in postdictive mechanisms. Specifically to the 

outward condition, motion area MT was more activated in VER than ILL after S2 presentation (p = .025, 

272-368 ms; p = .025, 448-544 ms; p = .009, 560-796 ms). A common area in the right hemisphere, 

overlapping between the retrosplenial cortex and V1, showed an opposite pattern between outward and 

inward condition: in outward condition, the activity was increased in VER (BA30-rh, p = .047, 512-560 ms, 

p = .017, 624-688ms, p = .016, 700-764 ms), while in the inward condition, it increased in ILL (V1-rh, p = 

.027, 724-784 ms). 
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Fig 3.14 Contrasting the same perception for different stimuli. The contrast ILL versus CTRL was expected to 

inform on the timing of postdiction. A. Sensors space analysis indicates significant difference in central 

sensors at the end of the sequence. B. In source space, we found common differences between out- (top 

panel) and in-ward (bottom panel) conditions in left motor areas and right retrosplenial cortex. Specific to the 

inward condition, the posterior cingulate was more activated in the CTRL trials.  * < .05, ** < .01 

 

The contrast ILL versus CTRL emphasized the differences due to the postdictive mechanism (Fig. 

3.14B). A significant increase in CTRL compared to ILL was found in the left motor areas after the 

sequence, for both direction conditions (outward: p = .044, 560-628ms; inward: p = .027, 420-420ms, p = 

.048, 588-664ms). Even if the motor response was the same, the reaction time was on average 123 ms 

shorter for CTRL than ILL and this delay could account for the difference in motor area. To test this 

hypothesis, we compared CTRL and VER trials (Fig. 3.15), whose difference in RT was also around 133 ms 

and thus should yield the same differences in neural activity in left motor areas. No differences were 

found in the left motor cortex, but activity in VER significantly increased in the right motor in outward 

condition (BA4-rh, p = .03, 524-612ms). Besides the change in hemisphere, this divergence showed an 

opposite pattern to the one between ILL and CTRL, suggesting that delays in RT are unlikely to fully 

explain the initial difference found between ILL and CTRL. The left motor areas thus could be implicated 

in the postdictive temporal reorganization of events. 
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In the inward condition, the left posterior cingulate was less activated by ILL trials than CTRL (p = 

.02, 400-468ms), and such a difference was also observed in outward condition although did not reach 

significance. The same pattern than for ILL and VER was observed in the right retrospenial cortex: in 

outward condition, the activity evoked by S2 was increasing in CTRL for outward (p = .024, 424-496ms), 

and was decreased in CTRL for inward condition (p = .047, 348-400ms). This suggests that the 

retrosplenial cortex could also be functionally relevant in postdiction and is additionally specific to the 

sequence direction. 

 

 

Fig 3.15 Contrasting difference stimulations and perceptions. The contrast CTRL versus VER was expected to 

yield to differences in the visual cortex contralateral to the stimulation, as the second stimulus was stimulated 

and perceived at a different spatial location. Indeed, for both in- and out-ward conditions, increased activity 

was found in the left ventral occipital areas in VER compared to CTRL around 150-200 ms after S2 onset 

(outward: p = .048, 504-552ms; inward: p =.036, 346-436ms). Specifically to the outward condition, the 

activity in the left MT+ (p = .04, 748-796ms) and in the right motor cortex (BA4-rh, p = .03, 524-612ms) 

significantly increased in VER relative to CTRL.  *< .05, ** < .01. Abbreviations: BA: Brodmann area, VP: visual 

area VP, M1: primary motor area (BA 4), V5/MT: medial temporal, PCC: posterior cingulate cortex (BA 31), 

orbF: orbitofrontal (BA 10) 
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3.8.3. Spontaneous alpha power and phase 
 

We hypothesized that increased uncertainty on sensory evidence would increase the weight of 

the “slow-speed” prior in the perceptual inference, resulting in a larger likelihood of reporting the rabbit 

illusion. As the power of ongoing alpha oscillations can be a marker of cortical excitability, we tested 

whether an increase of alpha power preceded an illusory perception. Since we targeted pre-stimulus 

activity, we combined inward and outward conditions. No significant effects between ILL and VER were 

found during pre-stimulus period (-600,-100ms) in sensor space or in whole-brain source estimate 

analyses. One possibility may be that the attentional strategy differs between in- and out-ward 

conditions, since the position of the first stimulus differs. Specifically, in the outward condition, the first 

stimulus is closer to the fovea whereas in the inward condition, correct performance would be obtained 

when the locus of spatial attention is directed more peripherally (Fig. 3.16B, diagrams). Hence, we 

considered the inward and outward conditions separately. In outward condition, an increase of pre-

stimulus alpha power was found in three sensors of the right hemisphere between -590 and -490 ms 

(Fig. 3.16A).  A source reconstruction of this significant temporal window showed that alpha power 

increased in the right visual cortices and left dorsal posterior cingulate when the illusion was perceived 

(Fig. 3.16B). These results suggest that the illusion is more likely perceived when spatial attention 

decreases as indexed by an increased alpha power. The dorsal posterior cingulate is also a generator of 

alpha rhythm within the DMN, implying that general attention can play a role in the perception of the 

illusion. However, in inward condition, no significant effects in pre-stimulus alpha power were found, 

suggesting a different attentional strategy potentially explained by the fact that the sequence started 

more peripherally.  

 

We then tested the impact of the reliability of the first stimulus encoding on the processing of 

subsequent stimuli by analyzing the phase of spontaneous alpha oscillations. Both inward and outward 

conditions were combined. The alpha phase at the onset of the first stimulus was computed for each 

epoch at the sensor showing maximal pre-stimulus alpha power. For each individual, the phases were 

normalized relative to ILL. At the group level, each condition showed a preferential phase, as assessed by 

a Rayleigh test. However, a surrogate analysis showed in Fig. 3.16C that the two distributions were not 

significantly different (phase difference for mag:  -0.26 rad, CI = [-0.79, -0.16]; grad: -0.37 rad, CI = [-0.98, 

-0.15]; eeg: +-0.12 rad, CI = [-0.46, 0.40]). We also performed the same analysis on the theta band 

centered on 7Hz, as in Chakravarthi & Van Rullen (2012). The two distributions for ILL and VER were not 

significantly different (phase difference for mag:  -0.29 rad, CI = [-0.80, -0.12]; grad: -0.15 rad, CI = [-0.65, 

-0.03]; eeg: -0.24 rad, CI = [-0.40, 0.29]). The same analysis was conducted to investigate whether slow-

frequency oscillations entrained by the visual sequence shape the sensory encoding. Results showed that 

the 4Hz phase did not distinguish illusory from veridical trials (phase difference for mag:  -0.17 rad, CI = [-

0.53, -0.02]; grad: -0.22 rad, CI = [-0.65, -0.06]; eeg: -0.01 rad, CI = [-0.06, 0.04]). 
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Fig 3.16. Prestimulus alpha power increases before the perception of the illusion only in outward condition. 

A. Spatio-temporal clustering between [-0.6,-0.1]s before stimulus onset showed significant clusters in sensors 

in outward condition. There are no significant clusters when outward and inward conditions are combined. B. 

This discrepancy could be explained by a change in attentional strategy: attention should be spatially focused 

closer to fovea in outward condition compared to the other condition (red circles). The sources showed an 

increased activation of the right visual cortex and both precuneus in ILL compared to VER conditions. C. The 

alpha phase at stimulus onset does not predict the perception of the illusion. One sensor showing maximal 

pre-stimulus slow-frequency power (2.4-13.3Hz, -0.6,-0.1s) when ILL and VER trials were averaged was 

selected for each sensor types (black dot on the topomaps on the left panel). For this sensor, the phase at 

stimulus onset was computed for each epoch and for each frequency band of interest (4, 7 and 10Hz). After 

normalization per individual, all phases were plotted on the right panel, for each sensor type. A Rayleigh test 

found significant preferential phase for ILL (red dotted line) and VER (green dotted line). However, the two 

conditions are not significantly different. 
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3.9. Discussion 
 

3.9.1. Retrospective influence of top-down information on sequence 

regularity 
 

Postdiction assumes that the perception of a visual sequence will derive from cognitive 

operations manipulating the information of the whole sequence (Blankenburg et al., 2006; Shimojo, 

2014); hence, the spatial location of an earlier item may depend on information from the latest item in 

the sequence. In this experiment, perceiving the rabbit illusion was associated with increased activity in 

right parieto-frontal regions (orbitofrontal areas and right supramarginal gyrus) after the last item in the 

sequence. At the same time, the right retrosplenial/visual area showed an opposite pattern according to 

the direction: the amplitude increased when the illusion was perceived in inward trials, but decreased in 

outward trials (Fig. 3.13). Perceiving the illusion was also related with decreased activity in the left motor 

cortex, after the end of the sequence, when compared with CTRL trials (Fig. 3.14B). 

 

The only other neuroimaging study investigating the rabbit illusion showed that the right 

premotor cortex was more activated during the illusion than during the correct perception of control 

sequences (Blankenburg et al., 2006). In the visual rabbit, we found increased activity in the left motor 

areas in CTRL as compared to ILL trials (Fig. 3.14B). The lateralization difference can stem from the 

stimulation side, on the right hemifield here, and on the left arm in the tactile rabbit, as the right hand 

was used in both cases as the motor effector. The increased activity in left motor areas was unlikely due 

to motor responses, since both reports were identical, neither due to the difference in RTs, since no such 

increase was observed in the contrast ILL versus VER with similar difference in RTs. Blankenburg and 

colleagues (2006) speculated that the premotor cortex was involved in top-down modulations of early 

somatosensory regions. The pre/supplementary motor area may indeed relate to motor but also non-

motor explicit timing functions while the premotor cortex may be involved in temporal prediction (Coull 

& Nobre, 2008; see Coull et al., 2011 for a review). Here, the increased activity in CTRL found in the left 

motor cortex could translate a stronger temporal prediction due to the congruence of spatial and 

temporal cues (i.e. the sequence was regular in time and space in CTRL trials), compared to ILL, where 

the spatial and temporal cues were incongruent (i.e. the sequence was regular in time but not in space).  

 

The right precentral inferior frontal gyrus (IFG) and middle prefrontal gyrus were also activated during 

the tactile rabbit illusion (Blankenburg et al., 2006). We found an increased activity in orbitofrontal areas 

(BA10) when the illusion was perceived but, given the coarse spatial resolution of MEG, the observed 

difference can be interpreted as in good agreement with the implication of IFG. The right IFG was largely 

reported as a generator of the mismatch negativity triggered by a deviant embedded in a regular 

sequence (Garrido et al., 2009). More interestingly, it was involved in the detection of regularity in 

auditory sequences (Barascud et al., 2016). The operation carried within the right IFG seems to 

retrospectively reassign to the sound sequence a regular temporal structure and to date a posteriori 

when the regularity began (Patel & Chait, 2011). In the rabbit illusion, the right IFG could provide top-
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down prior information favoring spatial and temporal regularity in sequences. This is highly consistent 

with the activation in left IFG found when regularly spaced sequences, independently of physical stimuli, 

were contrasted with irregular spatial sequences (Blankenburg et al, 2006). 

 

Alternatively, the orbitofrontal regions have been associated with conveying expectations in 

object recognition (Summerfield & Egner, 2009). Early visual inputs (~ 50 ms) could feed the orbitofrontal 

areas, returning back predictions about the nature of the object (Bar et al., 2006). Here, we observed an 

early increased activity, when the illusion is perceived, in outward condition at the second stimulus 

onset, meaning that the physical difference in stimuli between ILL and VER may have triggered varying 

predictions in the orbitofrontal areas. However, the difference arose later in the inward condition, which 

suggests an alternative explanation: the whole visual sequence could have been considered as a unique 

object. The retrosplenial cortex could be a possible candidate for receiving feedback predictions from the 

orbitofrontal area, as they are anatomically related by reciprocal connections (Vann et al., 2009). Here, 

the observed differences in the right retrosplenial cortex followed in both conditions the differences in 

orbitofrontal areas, which would be consistent with such an account. Besides, we found an opposite 

pattern of activation between direction conditions: in outward condition, perceiving the illusion was 

associated with a lower activity compared to a veridical perception (ILL or CTRL), while it was associated 

with a greater activity in inward condition. Noteworthy, the timing was slightly different for the two 

contrasts: the difference in ILL versus CTRL matched with the S2-evoked response while the difference in 

ILL versus VER was delayed to the end of the sequence. The delayed timing after the end of the sequence 

for this latter contrast speaks in favor of a postdictive reconstruction of the spatial location of the second 

stimulus. The right retrosplenial/lingual gyrus (BA30, 18 and 19) was found to be activated by biological 

motion and speed discrimination judgment (Orban et al., 1998), implying a role in the inference of 

biological form from motion information (Servos et al., 2002). This could explain the opposed pattern for 

centrifugal versus centripetal motion.  

 

Last, we found increased activation in the supramarginal cortex (BA40) in illusory trials. The 

bilateral supramarginal gyrus (SMG) is involved in phonological loops tasks, when participants judge the 

sound of words (Hartwigsen et al., 2010). Right SMG is specifically implicated in temporal processing 

(Wiener et al., 2011), suggesting a potential role in the temporal structuring of information. The late 

timing of the observed difference (around 700-800ms in both conditions) suggests that the brain reaches 

a decision stage potentially based on the spatial feature of the target extracted from the sequence in the 

SMG. 

 

3.9.2. Specificity of MT for outward motion 
 

Left MT was more activated specifically in the outward condition in VER compared to CTRL and 

ILL. In other words, the MT activity increased when the second stimulus was perceived at the first 

position instead of the second, independently of the physical stimulation. MT neurons are known to be 

tuned to both direction and speed of moving stimuli (Perrone & Thiele, 2001; Born & Bradley, 2005; Liu 

& Newsome, 2005). A first tentative hypothesis could be that MT reacted to change in speed between S2 
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and S3 occurring in the contralateral visual field. The perceived speed between S2 and S3 should indeed 

be larger when S2 was perceived at the first position rather than at the intermediary one. An alternative 

hypothesis could be that MT is sensitive to speed changes within a sequence and would be more 

activated during temporally irregular sequence than regular ones. The specificity of the effect in the 

outward condition can be related to the fact that MT shows a bias toward centrifugal direction of motion 

(Albright, 1989), in the direction of the optic flow (Morrone et al., 2000). Moreover, half of the 

retinotopic MT area is devoted to the contralateral hemifield inside 15° (Born & Bradley, 2005). 

Difference in motion arising far outside this area, as in the inward condition, might generate a lower 

differential neural activity. Both the great eccentricity and the preferential bias for outward direction of 

motion might explain why, if such comparable effect was actually true for the inward condition, they 

might have been below the MEG sensitivity threshold.  

 

3.9.3. Pre-stimulus spatial attention modulates the perception of illusion 
 

For a Bayesian observer, increased uncertainty on the spatial location of a stimulus displaced the 

perceived position towards the prior distribution. Selective attention increases the gain of sensory signal 

in relevant areas while decreasing it in irrelevant areas (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010). An increase in alpha 

activity is thus a possible marker of increased sensory uncertainty (Lange et al., 2013; Chaumon & Busch, 

2014). We showed that increased alpha power in visual areas in the outward condition predicts the 

perception of the illusion (Fig. 3.16A). The fluctuations of spatial attention are likely to explain trial-by-

trial performance. In outward condition, the to-be-judged second stimulus was presented closer to the 

fovea along with the first stimulus whereas in inward condition, the two first stimuli were presented 

more peripherally. Since detecting peripheral stimulus recruits more attentional resources (Tsal, 1983), 

participants might have preferred a more parsimonious strategy depending on the direction condition. 

Knowing that the instructions were to indicate whether the second stimulus was at an intermediary 

position or not, they could have compared the to-be-judged stimulus position with the position of the 

closest one to the fovea. In other words, in inward condition, they might have compared the position of 

the two last stimuli, while, in outward condition, they might have compared the two first stimuli. In that 

case, spontaneous fluctuations of attention occurring before the first stimulus would only influence 

perceptual outcomes in the outward condition. In inward condition, a bottom-up capture of attention 

could have been potentially triggered by the first stimulus (Buschman & Miller, 2007), which prepares 

the sensory system to efficiently process the following stimuli of interest, erasing any processing bias 

pertaining to pre-stimulus activity (Iemi et al., 2016). 

 

Just as the influence of pre-stimulus alpha power appears limited to the processing of the two first 

stimulus of the sequence (S1 and S2), the impact of the alpha phase could have an even more limited 

temporal range (Palva & Palva, 2011). Alpha phase reflects the inhibition of local networks during brief 

interval and thus could determine the encoding reliability of S1 only. This would explain the absence of 

significant difference for the alpha/theta phase at the onset of the first stimulus between percepts. 

Alpha phase indeed reflects instantaneous fluctuations in cortical excitability of a local network 

(Ergenoglu et al., 2004; Romei et al., 2008), impacting probabilities for a visual stimulus to reach sensory 
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awareness (Busch et al., 2009; Mathewson et al., 2009). The phase at which S1 occurs, could be 

independent from the phase at which occurs S2, so would have no impact on the sensory encoding of S2. 

Our initial hypothesis (Fig. 3.10A) assumes that phases at S1 and S2 onset were related given that the 

rhythmicity of the sequence was entraining the neural oscillations. Neural entrainment provides a way to 

internalize external regularities (Schroder & Lakatos, 2009) in order to create sensory representation 

that can be manipulated (Lakatos et al, 2009). Since the phase of entrained oscillation was actively 

modulated to enhance perceptual performance (Stefanics et al., 2010; Henry & Obleser, 2012; Kösem et 

al., 2014), we hypothesized that the phase at S1 onset will influence the encoding and thus the 

perception of the whole visual sequence. Yet, no empirical evidence supports here this underlying 

assumption. An alternative can be that the first visual flash elicited a phase resetting of ongoing 

oscillations, making a fresh start for the oscillatory networks that are not biased anymore by previous 

ongoing activity (Makeig et al., 2002: Lakatos et al., 2007; Canavier, 2015). Phase-resetting can also 

explain the absence of results supporting the temporal window hypothesis (Fig. 3.10B), suggesting that 

an oscillation cycle was the neural implementation of a temporal window of integration shaping 

perception (Varela et al., 1981; Pöppel, 1997; Wutz & Melcher, 2014).  

 

3.10. Further perspectives 
 

 It is important to note that the interpretations proposed in the Discussion section are temporary 

as analyses testing the oscillatory hypotheses are ongoing. For instance, more evidence is needed to 

support the statement that prior-based expectations from frontal regions feed into visual areas. Recent 

work suggest that top-down predictions updates are carried by alpha/beta oscillations and bottom-up 

surprise signals by gamma oscillations (van Kerkoerke et al., 2014; Michalaeras et al., 2016; Sedley et al., 

2016). Alpha/beta increase in frontal areas and gamma modulation in visual areas could sign the 

dynamics of prior expectations in illusory trials. Alternatively, connectivity between frontal and visual 

areas could be enhanced within the beta range when the illusion is perceived. These analyses are 

currently under investigation. 

 Several theories suggest that the representation of sequence is underpinned by oscillatory 

coupling in working memory (Lisman & Jensen, 2013) or visual scene processing (Jensen et al., 2014). The 

temporal order of a sequence was supported by a theta/gamma neural code (Heusser et al., 2016), 

suggesting that the item reorganization occurring in the rabbit illusion may be unveiled by a difference in 

cross-frequency coupling. We are currently investigating these hypotheses.  
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Chapter 4 

 

General discussion 
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4.1. Summary of empirical findings 
 

 The issues regarding the perception of the present moment reviewed in Chapter 1 confounds us 

into considering time both as a dimension that structures perception at large, and as a conscious content 

in the mind (van Wassenhove, 2017). Considering that neural oscillations have been proposed to provide 

a temporal architecture for cognition (Varela et al., 1981; Pöppel, 1997; VanRullen, 2016), my thesis 

work aimed at determining the intricate relationship between the temporal constraints on perception 

and temporal order perception itself; ultimately, I asked whether neural oscillations mechanistically 

encode perceptual moments in time. 

 

 In Chapter 2, we investigated how time may become an explicit conscious content by showing 

that temporal order is a psychological bias, which is stable over time and independent of attention. As 

foreseen by Pöppel (1997), the temporal window of successiveness, proposed as the building block of a 

temporal architecture in the mind, is a stable parameter that is specific to the anatomical and functional 

properties of each individual brain. This bias can be partially compensated for by attention due to the 

law of prior-entry, but it cannot be entirely obliterated. In a follow-up MEG study, we explored the 

impact of such intrinsic bias on the neural correlates of temporal order perception. A decrease in pre-

stimulus alpha activity was found to predict the correctness of temporal order judgments, in line with 

the proposed gating-by-inhibition role of alpha oscillations (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010). What was 

unexpected and novel in this study was the linear relationship of prestimulus alpha power fluctuations 

between an individual’s perceived order and intrinsic bias. More precisely, participants having a large 

order bias (meaning that their perceived synchrony corresponded to a large physical asynchrony) also 

showed the largest fluctuations in ongoing alpha power when perceived orders were contrasted. Alpha 

oscillations have thus been interpreted as a means to compensate for an individual’s internal bias, in line 

with the findings of the behavioral study. Additionally, we also tested the rhythmic temporal parsing 

hypothesis, but did found no evidence that pre-stimulus phase (in any frequency bands) predicted 

subsequent perceived orders. It could be that, in the absence of entrainment, the brain did not rely on a 

particular oscillatory phase to encode order. 

 

 In Chapter 3, we investigated how time implicitly shaped visual sequences.  A striking 

consequence of discrete perception is that within the same temporal window of processing, late inputs 

may influence the representation of earlier information. We used the Rabbit illusion (Geldard & Sherrick, 

1972) to study postdiction, in which the intermediate flash of a visual sequence is spatially mislocalized 

due to the temporal regularity of the sequence. We showed that when participants perceived the 

illusion, parieto-frontal regions were more activated following the presentation of the full visual 

sequence, suggesting that these high-order regions may carry top-down information about a prior 

favoring low-speed motion. The illusion was also partially modulated by attentional mechanisms and we 

found that pre-stimulus alpha power predicted the perception of the illusion only when the encoding of 

the first flash mattered in the decision.  Both pre-stimulus, as attention, supported by alpha oscillations, 

and post-stimulus influence, as predictions based on the temporal structure of the stimulation, 
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combined to produce the Rabbit illusion. This dual interference between prediction and postdiction is 

probably a universal signature for perception. 

 

 In the present Chapter, I will first address the rhythmic temporal parsing hypothesis by 

contrasting our study showing negative results with recent investigations reporting positive results. 

Then, I will propose some hypotheses on the origin of the individual bias in temporal order perception 

and discuss the interplay between this bias and attention. This brings us to formulate a new working 

hypothesis: attention could be a mechanism to counteract intrinsic biases. The alpha power should 

therefore be re-examined as a marker of perceptual bias.  

 

 

4.2. Does the phase of neural oscillations encode time?  
 

 We hypothesized that order could be coded by the phase of neural oscillations (Chapter 2, 

section 1.4) but we did not find any phase differences that could explain the perceived order of an 

audiovisual pair of stimuli (Chapter 2, section 3). In the meantime, other studies have also explored the 

idea of a phase code for perceived time and found positive results (Ikumi, 2016, Chapter 3, section 3.5; 

Milton & Pleydell-Pearce, 2016; Takahashi & Kitazawa, 2017; Fig. 4.1). These apparent contradictory 

results deserve some attention and the implication of variations in task, modality and techniques needs 

to be discussed (Table 1). 

 

Study Task N Results 

Varela et al., 1981 Visual SJ - 3-AFC: simultaneous, 
motion, sequential 
- ITI unknown 
- Asynchrony of maximal 
perceptual uncertainty 

EEG 5 - Occipito-parietal alpha phase (stimulus 
onset) predicts simultaneous vs. 
motion/sequential reports 

Ikumi et al., 2016 Audiovisual 
SJ 

- ITI = 3.1s 
- Asynchrony of maximal 
perceptual uncertainty 
(method of constant stimuli) 

EEG 10 
 

- Opposite phase at 13 +/-2Hz (200ms pre-
onset) predicts reports of simultaneity vs. 
non-simultaneity in AV trials, but not in VA 
trials 
- No effect of pre-stimulus alpha power 

Milton et al., 2016 Visual SJ  - ITI = 1.3s  
- Asynchrony of maximal 
perceptual uncertainty 
(staircase procedure) 

EEG 20 - Opposite alpha phase? (7.8- 12.7Hz) (50 
ms pre-onset) predicts reports of 
simultaneity vs. non-simultaneity 
perception 
- The phase effect was independent of 
alpha power changes triggered by 
attention. 

Takahashi et al., 
2017 

Tactile TOJ - ITI = 2.3s 
- SOA = +/- 100ms (43-20% 
incorrect) 
- Crossed arms 

MEG 16 -  Parieto-occipital alpha phase (-70 to +110 
ms post-onset) predicts correct vs. 
incorrect order  
- No effect for visual, auditory alpha or mu 
rhythm. 

Table 1. Review of the literature investigating the hypothesis of a phase code for time perception. 

3-AFC: three alternative forced choice, ITI: inter-trial interval, SOA: stimulus onset asynchrony, TOJ: temporal order judgment, 

SJ: simultaneity judgment. 
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Fig. 4.1 The phase code hypothesis for time perception A. The bifurcation index (BI) averaged across channels 

and participants indicates that the phase between simultaneous and non-simultaneous audiovisual percept 

significantly differs (a, red) in AV trials. The maximal BI was found at 13Hz -200ms before stimulus onset in TP9 

electrode (b). The mean phase angle for simultaneous (blue) are opposed to the phase angle for non-

simultaneous percepts (c, red). Audiovisual perception fluctuates with the phase of pre-stimulus 13Hz 

oscillation (d). B. In a visual order judgment, the phase of alpha oscillation predicted perceived simultaneity 

(b). The analysis was conducted on the electrodes responsive to an attentional manipulation orthogonal to 

the order judgment (a). The mean phase angle for simultaneous trials (ligth red) is opposed to the phase angle 

for non-simultaneous percepts (c, light blue). C. Peri parieto-occipital alpha (a) predicted the perceived tactile 

order reversal triggered by arm crossing. A score computed from p-values indicates that the phase of the 

alpha component significantly differs between perceived orders (horizontal dashed line). Opposite alpha 

phase, after individual realignement relative to the preferential phase, predict correct (blue) or reversal order 

(red) perception (c). PCUN: precuneus, POS: parieto-occipital sulcus. (Adapted from: A: Ikumi, 2016; B: Milton 

et al., 2016; C: Takahashi & Kitazawa, 2017) 
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4.2.1. Theoretical and mechanistic ambiguity: integration vs. segregation 
 

 One first difference between studies reporting phase effects vs. those reporting no phase effect 

is that the former used simultaneity judgment (Ikumi, 2016; Milton & Pleydell-Pearce, 2016; but see 

Takahashi & Kitazawa, 2017, discussed later). Both theoretical and empirical differences distinguish SJ 

and TOJ tasks and it is in fact not surprising that the neural correlates of simultaneity and order 

perception differ.  

 

 The phase code hypothesis should be differently scrutinized depending on whether we consider 

integration or segregation. If the integration window is supported by neural oscillations, phase does not 

need to carry any temporal information, since the purpose of such window is to realign in time whatever 

falls within a cycle. Phase rather determines the boundary of the window, shaping the wax and wane of 

cortical excitability (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010). Empirical evidences showing that near-to-opposite phase 

in the alpha band predicts simultaneity perception (Ikumi, 2016; Milton & Pleydell-Pearce, 2016), are 

consistent with this all-or-none account for phase (Fig. 4.1A and B). Consistent findings were also showed 

in studies using integration-based tasks such as tactile discrimination (Baumgarten et al., 2015) or the 

sound-induced double flash illusion (Cecere et al., 2015). 

 

 Specifically, integrating information implies that temporal order is lost, while segregating 

information aims at retrieving the temporal relationship between distinct events. Simultaneity 

consistency (Harris et al., 2010) is the precise purpose of numerous active processes compensating for 

neural delays, such as recalibration (Fujisaki et al., 2004; Vroomen et al., 2004), temporal ventriloquism 

(Spence & Squire, 2003) or distance-adjustment (Sugita & Suzuki, 2003). Recalibration was for instance 

observed both in simultaneity (Fujisaki et al., 2004) and order judgment (Vroomen et al., 2004) between 

simple sounds and flashes stimuli. However, when more ecological stimuli such as faces and speech were 

used, recalibration occurred in simultaneity but not anymore in order judgment (Vatakis et al., 2008). 

This discrepancy could be explained by the fact that recalibration is guided by contextual information 

(Roseboom & Derek, 2011). In lab situations, the system unnaturally implements compensatory 

processes such as recalibration in TOJ where they would not have been necessary with natural settings 

(Krakauer et al., 2017). Optimizing the perception of simultaneity ensures a correct detection of 

temporal coincidence, which is an important cue for second-order processes such as multisensory 

integration (Spence & Squire, 2003; King, 2005). While perceived simultaneity seems as a “first-order 

percept” used in additional computations, the status of order perception is apparently different. 

Perceiving order could be on the opposite considered as a “second-order percept” derived from 

perceived causality (Bechlivanidis & Lagnado, 2016), easier to instantiate in a naturalistic environment 

providing a rich knowledge on putative causal relationships (Buehner & May, 2003). This asymmetry 

between perceived simultaneity and order can explain why simultaneity and order judgment do not 

correlate (Love et al., 2013; van Eijk et al., 2008). 

 

 On the other hand, segregating events requires retaining temporal information. One hypothesis 

proposed that the phase of neural oscillations offers the temporal granularity necessary to encode 
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perceived order (see Chapter 2, section 1.4). Our failure to find such neural code in the perceptual 

domain suggests that order information might not be encoded in the phase even if it can be later 

recalled and handled via a phase code representation (Heusser et al., 2016). If order is indeed a “second-

order percept” derived from causality, ongoing activity is more likely influencing first causality. Indeed, 

empirical evidence showed that the fronto-central alpha phase predicts causality perception (Cravo et 

al., 2015, Fig. 4.2). The phase opposition is nearly perfect (Fig. 4.2C), suggesting an all-or-none encoding 

similar to the one in simultaneity perception.  

 

 
Fig. 4.2 Alpha phase predicts causality perception in the launching effect. A. The inter-trial coherence (ITC) is 

plotted for each time and frequency point. The dashed lines represent respectively the beginning of the 

motion of the ball and the time of impact with the second static ball. ITC in alpha band is significantly above 

chance level before the impact (black contours) in fronto-central electrodes (right inset, black). B. The 

proportion of non-causal responses is modulated by the alpha phase in the condition maximizing uncertainty. 

C. The mean alpha phase is opposed between causal (green) and non-causal (pink) judgment. (Adapted from 

Cravo et al., 2015). 

 

 

 However, one study seems to contradict this view as a phase difference between perceived 

tactile orders was reported (Takahashi & Kitazawa, 2017). Crucially, the incorrect perception of order 

was due to a mapping error caused by arm crossing. Without arm crossing and for the selected SOA, 

participants perceived the correct order in almost all the trials. This is significantly different from our 
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study and the simultaneity studies (Ikumi, 2016; Milton & Pleydell-Pearce, 2016) in which the temporal 

delay between stimuli was chosen as maximizing perceptual ambiguity. Second, the difference in phase 

was maximal 40ms post-onset, suggesting a second-stage involvement in the process. Third, the 10 Hz 

phase difference was mainly source localized in the bilateral precuneus, and not in the motor cortex as it 

would have been expected. Knowing that the precuneus is a central hub for allocentric spatial 

representation, the authors proposed that 10Hz oscillations in these regions could modulate information 

transfer. The early anatomic representation from the somatosensory cortices can be periodically 

suppressed or enhanced resulting in a correct or erroneous order judgment. To sum up, the 10Hz phase 

in this study does not code for perceived time so does not contradict the previous reasoning. 

 

4.2.2. Sensory-dependency of time encoding: multisensory vs. unisensory  
 

A second difference between these studies is the implicated modality: audiovisual in Ikumi and 

colleagues (2016), visual in Milton & Pleydell-Pearce (2016), and tactile in Takahashi & Kitazawa (2017). 

The ongoing phase was expected to modulate the excitability of the sensory area processing incoming 

stimulus, which is therefore easily predictable for unimodal judgment. In cross-modal judgment, both 

sensory areas involved can be potential candidate for a phase difference, as we hypothesized in our 

study. However, Ikumi and colleagues found that opposite phase of 13Hz oscillations predicted 

audiovisual simultaneity perception but only for pairs where the sound was presented first (Ikumi, 2016). 

This specificity could be explained by some modality-specific processes. Others studies related to timing 

also reported an asymmetry between vision and audition (Romei et al., 2007; Vidal, 2017; Cecere et al., 

2017) or observed effects in the auditory cortex only (Kösem et al., 2014; Kaganovich & Schumaker, 

2016), suggesting that the auditory cortices could be particularly suited for temporal processing (Zatorre 

& Belin, 2001). 

 

4.2.3. Methodological differences: EEG vs. MEG 
 

The last difference is methodological: the phase differences were assessed with EEG in Ikumi and 

colleagues, and Milton & Pleydell-Pearce, and with MEG in Takahashi & Kitazawa and in our study. A 

recent paper listed the studies that found phase-dependency in perception (VanRullen, 2016). This list, 

completed with recent studies, showed that 6 out of the 39 non-invasive studies used MEG, the others 

used EEG (Table 2). This imbalance could be due to the larger number of studies using EEG, a facilities 

much more widespread than MEG platforms. Another less trivial alternative would be that phase is more 

difficulty captured by MEG. Out of the 6 studies reporting significant phase differences in MEG, two used 

entrained oscillations (Kösem et al., 2014; Arnal et al., 2015), and three derived the phase from indirect 

measures: independent components (Takahashi & Kitazawa, 2017), gamma power envelope (Landau et 

al., 2015), phase difference index based on inter-trial coherence (Bonnefond & Jensen, 2012). Only 

Baumgarten and collegues found a significant phase difference with a direct measure and without 

benefiting from entrainment (Baumgarten, et al., 2015). While the picture is inevitably incomplete since 

the number of failures to report significant phase results remains unknown, a careful comparison would 

deserve to be conducted within one study combining MEG and EEG. 
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Category Studies Techniques 

Threshold-level perception in visual Nunn & Osselton, 1974 EEG 
modality Busch, Dubois, & VanRullen, 2009 EEG 
 Mathewson, et al., 2009 EEG 
 Busch & VanRullen, 2010 EEG 
 Dugue, Marque, & VanRullen, 2011 EEG 
 Fiebelkorn et al., 2013 EEG 
 Hanslmayr, et al, 2013 EEG 
 Neuling et al., 2012  EEG 

Threshold-level perception in auditory Rice & Hagstrom, 1989 EEG 
modality Ng, Schroeder, & Kayser, 2012 EEG 
 Strauss, et al., 2015 EEG 

Threshold-level perception in  Ai & Ro, 2014 EEG 
somatosensory modality   

Supra-threshold perception Callaway & Yeager,1960 EEG 
 Dustman & Beck, 1965 ? 
 Drewes & VanRullen, 2011 EEG 

Oculomotor functions Hamm, Dyckman, McDowell, & Clementz, 2012 EEG 
 McLelland, Lavergne, & VanRullen, 2014 EEG 

Inattention and visual search Buschman & Miller, 2009 ECoG in monkeys 
 Busch &VanRullen, 2010 EEG 
 Dugue, Marque, & VanRullen, 2015 EEG 
 Landau, Schreyer, van Pelt, & Fries, 2015 MEG 
 Voloh,Valiante, Everling, & Womelsdorf, 2015 ECoG in monkeys 

Temporal parsing  Varela, Toro, John, & Schwartz, 1981 EEG 
 Chakravarthi & VanRullen, 2012 EEG 
 Cravo, Santos, Reyes, Caetano, & Claessens, 2015 EEG 
 Baumgarten, Schnitzler, & Lange, 2015 MEG 
 Kösem, et al., 2014 MEG 
 Cecere et al., 2015 EEG 
 Ikumi, 2016 EEG 
 Milton & Pleydell-Pearce, 2016 EEG 
 Ronconi & Marotti, 2017 EEG 
 Takahashi & Kitazawa, 2017 MEG 

Decision making Wyart, de Gardelle, Scholl, & Summerfield, 2012 EEG 

Top-down influence of predictions and  Arnal, Doelling, & Poeppel, 2015 MEG 
expectations Samaha, Bauer, Cimaroli, & Postle, 2015 EEG 
 Ten Oever,van Atteveldt, & Sack, 2015 EEG 
 Sherman, Kanai, Seth, & VanRullen, 2016 EEG 
 Han & VanRullen, 2017 EEG 

Cross-modal integration van Erp,Philippi, de Winkel, & Werkhoven, 2014 EEG 

Short-term memory Siegel, Warden, & Miller, 2009 ECoG in monkeys 
 Bonnefond & Jensen, 2012 MEG 
 Myers, Stokes, Walther, & Nobre, 2014 EEG 
 Leszczynski, Fell, & Axmacher, 2015 EEG 

   
Table 2. Review of the studies which found phase-dependent effects, carried out by VanRullen, 2016. Recent and missing 

studies have been added in italics. Only 6 studies used MEG. 
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4.2.4. Summary 
 

Contrary to predictions, we did not find any phase difference pertaining to time perception. 

However, this apparent discrepancy can be explained by variations in the tasks, electrophysiological 

techniques and stimuli modality used in the other studies (Ikumi, 2016, Milton & Pleydell-Pearce, 2016, 

Takahashi & Kitazawa, 2017). First, we argued that the perception of order could be a “second-order” 

percept derived from perceived causality, while the perception of simultaneity could be a “first-order” 

percept. Simultaneity and causality may be encoded by an all-or-none phase code. The mechanisms 

underlying order encoding remain unclear even if a fine-grained phase code might be involved in the 

maintenance and manipulation of memorized order. Second, audiovisual timing perception could also 

involve different mechanisms depending on the modality of the first physically presented stimulus. Third, 

it could be methodologically more challenging to detect phase differences with MEG than EEG, for some 

unknown reasons which would deserve some attention if this turns right. 

 

 

4.3. New working hypothesis: attention as a mechanism 

to compensate for intrinsic biases  
 

 

4.3.1. Origin of the individual bias in temporal order perception 
 

We highlighted in Chapter 2.2 the existence of an individual bias in temporal order perception, 

which was reminiscent of an age-old debate on persistent errors found when astronomers estimated 

audiovisual delays to infer stars’ speed (Sanford, 1888). It also potentially resonates with the Colavita 

effect, showing that observers preferentially rely on the visual modality when presented with audiovisual 

stimulation (Colavita, 1974). While this visual dominance appears strongly guided by attentional 

mechanisms, it could still originate from structural biases in the brain, since a complete reversal of the 

effect, i.e. an auditory dominance, was not obtained when manipulating attention (Sinnett et al., 2007). 

Yet, more investigations are needed to determine if the Colavita effect also shows inter-individual 

variability and if these two measures actually share the same origins. A recent study reported similar 

stable biases in temporal integration in task-specific manner (Ipser et al., 2017). Such persistent biases 

probably betray the temporal constraints grounded on the anatomic and functional connections of each 

individual brain, through which information is transferred.  

 

One earlier study suggested that large inter-individual differences in temporal order perception 

arose from individual differences in neural delays (Stone et al., 2001).  The time required to process 

sensory signals can vary depending on the attributes of the transmitted information: for instance, 

motion is processed faster than color (Moutoussis & Zeki, 1997). In neurosciences, neural latencies tend 
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to be implicitly assumed to equate subjective timing yet this assumption is highly debated (Moutoussis & 

Zeki, 1997; Arnold et al., 2001), was theoretically dismissed (Dennett & Kinsbourne, 1992; van 

Wassenhove, 2009) and received little empirical supports from the recalibration effect (Fujisaki et al., 

2004; Vroomen et al., 2004) or neural correlates of prior-entry (McDonald et al., 2005). Instead, 

numerous active processes are implemented in the brain to compensate for these neural delays: active 

recalibration perceptually resynchronizes recurrent occurrences of asynchrony (Fujisaki et al., 2004; 

Vroomen et al., 2004); additional knowledge on the distance between stimuli (Sugita & Suzuki, 2003; 

Kopinska & Harris, 2004 ; Heron et al., 2007) or on causality (Bechlivanidis & Lagnado, 2016) guides 

perceived simultaneity and order; temporal ventriloquism (Spence & Squire, 2003) realign events to 

achieve simultaneity consistency (Harris et al., 2010). 

 

Recently, neural delays were proposed to be compensated relative to the average timing across 

cognitive processes (Freeman et al., 2013). The “temporal renormalization” proposal was elaborated on 

the unexpected observation that individual PSSs in TOJ and the width of individual temporal windows of 

integration were anti-correlated (Freeman et al., 2013). The brain may thus estimate true external timing 

based on the distribution of neural latencies (Fig. 4.3A) and if this distribution is biased, perceived 

simultaneity will differ from veridical simultaneity (Fig. 4.3B). The bias in neural latency can arise from 

differences in the strength of structural connectivity between sensory and multimodal areas (Ipser, PhD 

thesis, p. 237). For instance, an interesting case study investigated the temporal segregation and 

integration abilities of a patient who consciously hears people speaks before seeing their lips move 

(Freeman et al., 2013). His PSS was indeed positive, indicating that the visual stimulus had to be 

presented first so that he could perceive audiovisual simultaneity. His impairment could originate from a 

general slowing of auditory processing due to his lesions in the inferior colliculus. One can imagine that 

such relative slowing can also arise in healthy participants due to slight differences in neural connectivity.  
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Fig. 4.3 Temporal renormalization theory. A. A synchronous pair of audiovisual stimulus (A and V) is 

processed following different neural pathways (circle). On the right, the distribution of neural asynchrony 

leads to different subjective report (x-axis). The mean of the distribution corresponds to the more probable 

timing for external timing, hence the report of subjective simultaneity (« simult »). B. If one pathway is 

particularly delayed (blue zigzag), for instance the auditory processing in a MacGurk (McG) task requiring 

audiovisual integration, the distribution of neural latencies across the different mechanisms becomes 

bimodal. The perceived asynchrony is renormalized relative to the mean of the new distribution, turning 

formerly « A-lag » into « simultaneous » percepts for unaffected tasks as a temporal order judgment (TOJ). 

(Adapted from Freeman et al., 2013). 

 

 

Inter-individual differences in cognition have been related to differences in brain structure 

measured by Diffusion Tensor Imaging (Kanai & Rees, 2011). For instance, visual acuity and susceptibility 

to visual illusions were correlated with the size of retinotopic visual areas (Kanai & Rees, 2011) and grey 

matter volume in precentral regions predicted individual ability to learn intervals in the range of 

milliseconds (Bueti et al., 2012). The largest variability in functional connectivity between individuals was 

observed in multimodal association cortex (Fig. 4.4A), and was also related to sulcal depth but not 

cortical thickness (Mueller et al., 2013). These areas are also the ones supporting high-range connectivity 

(Fig. 4.4B), suggesting that large functional networks feed the cognitive plurality while local connectivity 

preserves modular core computations. The network of temporal order judgment, broadly the temporal 

parietal junction (inferior parietal cortices and supramarginal gyrus) and the middle frontal gyrus (see 

Chapter 2, Fig. 2.3), largely lies within these regions of high inter-individual variability in functional 

connectivity and cognitive abilities. Fiber tracts from the auditory cortex project to the superior temporal 

sulcus, intraparietal sulcus, supramarginal gyrus, and visual areas (Beer et al., 2011; Fig. 4.4C). The 

individual bias in temporal order perception can arise from individual imbalance in the structural 

connections between these areas.  
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Fig. 4.4 Structural and functional connectivity of areas involved in the TOJ network. A. The association 

cortices showed the largest inter-subject variability in functional connectivity measured with fMRI during 

resting-state (yellow). B. Areas showing a correlation between inter-individual differences and functional 

connectivity are shown in orange. A meta-analysis was conducted of studies observing correlations between 

functional connectivity and individual differences in cognitive tasks. The resulting clusters overlap at 73% with 

regions of high variability in connectivity during resting-state (overlap shown in yellow). C. Cortical 

termination maps of tract fibers seeded in Heschl’s region (left) and the planum temporale (right). 

Abbreviations: anterior and posterior superior temporal sulcus (STSa, STSp), central sulcus (CenS), 

supramarginal gyrus (SmG), intraparietal sulcus (IPS), lateral occipito-temporal sulcus (LOTS). (Adapted from: 

A, B: Mueller et al., 2013; C: Beer et al., 2011) 
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4.3.2. Interplay between structural bias and attention (as indexed by 

alpha oscillation) 
 

In Chapter 2.3, we concluded that attention indexed by spontaneous alpha oscillations may 

partially counteract an individual temporal order bias. What is the interplay between such attentional 

compensation and the putative anatomical differences at the origin of the bias? Stronger connections 

between, for instance, visual areas and associative brain regions may generate a bias towards perceiving 

visual stimuli first in temporal order perception. Directing attention towards the auditory modality may 

inhibit visual processing and thereby increase the functional connectivity between the same associative 

regions and auditory areas, which would compensate for the initial imbalance (Fig. 4.5A). This hypothesis 

requires to test whether the strength of connectivity across implicated regions correlate with individual 

biases. 

 

 
Fig. 4.5 Structural imbalance in the TOJ network or in the attentional networks. A. The individual bias in 

temporal order perception can arise from imbalanced anatomical connectivity between auditory (blue) and 

visual (red) areas. Anatomical connections between high-order areas (purple) can be stronger with visual 

areas (red thick line) than auditory areas (blue thin line). Attention can modulate the functional connectivity 

by inhibiting visual processing (dashed black arrow) thus enhancing auditory processing (solid black arrow). B. 

An alternative hypothesis is that the bias comes from anatomical differences in the attentional network, 

including, for instance, parietal areas related by the superior longitudinal fasciculus (black line) to frontal 

areas. Abbreviations: A: auditory areas, V: visual areas, TOJ: temporal order judgment. (B inspired from de 

Diego-Balaguer et al., 2016) 

 

 

An alternative hypothesis would be that structural differences underlying an individual bias are 

not localized in the TOJ network but in an attentional network (Fig. 4.5B). For instance, the duration of 

stable percepts in bistable visual perception was negatively correlated with the cortical thickness of the 

bilateral superior parietal lobes (Kanai et al., 2010).  The authors speculated that stronger thickness 

could entrain stronger feedback connections to early sensory areas, thereby triggering a faster 
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alternation rate between percepts. One could hypothesize that stronger top-down connections between 

one sensory area and associative regions in the TOJ network could facilitate the attentional capture of 

signals from this modality, hence favoring their processing. For instance, the visual attention network 

includes the ventral and dorsal superior longitudinal fasciculus and the inferior fronto-occipital 

fasciculus. A lateralization in the volume of the superior longitudinal fasciculus connecting the ventral 

and dorsal attentional pathway predicts larger spatial bias in an attentional task (Chechlacz et al., 2015). 

The microstructural properties of the parieto-frontal pathways also relate to inter-individual differences 

in attentional processing. Consistent with this, the cortical thickness in parieto-frontal areas was related 

to inter-individual differences in executive control and alerting components of attention (Westlye et al., 

2011). The temporal parietal junction was also involved during spatial orienting but did not survive the 

correction for multiple comparisons. Knowing that this area also belongs to the TOJ network, one can 

speculate that the temporal parietal junction could be involved when attention is oriented toward one or 

another modality. Differences in this area’s structure, being the cortical thickness or other features such 

as the grey/white matter density, could be at the origin of a bias in audiovisual temporal order.  

 

The bias could thus arise from anatomical differences in the TOJ network, where stronger 

connections favor the processing of one modality compared to the other, or from differences in the 

attentional network, where stronger feedback connections modulate asymmetrically the processing of 

one modality (Fig. 4.5). In cognitive terms, the objective is to unravel whether the bias ensues from 

temporal order computations or from pure prior-entry. One way to disambiguate between these two 

hypotheses would be to test whether individual bias in audiovisual orienting correlates with the bias in 

temporal order perception, which would be in favor of the latter hypothesis. Another more direct 

experiment could compare with DTI which of the two networks correlates with individual biases in 

temporal order perception. This would bring some more general insights on how audiovisual processing 

and attention interface (Talsma et al., 2010). 

 

4.3.3. Summary 

 
The individual bias in temporal order perception, highlighted in this work, is probably one out of 

others biases deriving from anatomical and functional differences in brain structure. These structural 

differences could influence processing latencies of audiovisual stimulations but also all the numerous 

cortical mechanisms at stake to compensate for neural delays. The temporal renormalization theory 

(Freeman et al., 2013) proposes that the system compensates for neural latencies relative to an average 

estimate of neural delays across cognitive operations. Attention can partially counteract this bias, by 

modulating the functional connectivity between areas within the temporal order network, and thereby 

compensating for the imbalance of the anatomical connectivity. Alternatively, the bias could arise 

directly from differences in the strength of anatomical connections within attentional networks. More 

investigations are needed to disentangle these possibilities.   
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4.4. Alpha power as a state of biased perception 
 

 We propose that attention could compensate for intrinsic biases in temporal perception. This 

new working hypothesis has some direct implications on the functional role of alpha power.  

 

4.4.1. Attentional fluctuations indexed by alpha power do not predict 

temporal order perception  
 

 A large body of literature investigated temporal order perception through the prism of the prior-

entry, one of Titchener’s laws (1908) stating that an attended stimulus will reach awareness sooner 

(Spence et al., 2001; MacDonald et al., 2005; Vibell et al., 2005; Weiss, Hilkenmeier, & Scharlau, 2013). 

Given that spontaneous alpha power potentially indexes attention (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010; Klimesch, 

2012; Sadaghiani & Kleinschmidt, 2016), a natural hypothesis derives from the law of prior-entry. When 

an audiovisual pair is presented, attending to audition should speed up the auditory processing and thus 

favor the perception of the sound first. Auditory alpha power should decrease to enhance auditory 

processing, while visual alpha power should increase to inhibit the distractor flow of visual inputs 

(Klimesch, Sauseng et al., 2005). On the contrary, attending to vision should favor the perception of the 

flash first and trigger a decrease of visual alpha power. However, we found no evidence supporting this 

hypothesis, and other studies also reported null effects of alpha power on audiovisual (Yuan et al., 2016), 

visual (Milton et al., 2016) and auditory (Bernasconi et al., 2011) simultaneity perception. That means 

that at least one of the two premises should be wrong: either the prior-entry is not at the root of 

temporal order perception, or spontaneous alpha power does not (only) index attention. Concerning the 

former, our first study indeed suggests that the point of subjective simultaneity (PSS) is independent of 

attention, and that the prior-entry might only explain perceptual deviations from the PSS (Grabot & van 

Wassenhove, 2017). Concerning the latter alternative, recent studies have challenged the general idea 

that attention-mediated alpha is enhancing perceptual sensitivity. 

 

4.4.2. Alpha power as a state of biased perception  
 

 Spontaneous alpha rhythm has been usually negatively correlated with performance (Ergenoglu 

et al., 2004; van Dijk et al., 2008; Busch et al. 2009; Mathewson et al. 2009, Romei et al., 2010). 

However, some studies have empirically showed that low alpha power modulates the criterion but not 

the sensitivity of the perceptual decision (Lange et al., 2013; Limbach & Corballis, 2016; Iemi et al., 2016). 

Iemi and colleagues also conducted a literature review and concluded that the majority of studies 

showing a relationship between alpha power and performance had assessed performance with a 

criterion-dependent measure, as the hit rate, and conversely, most of the studies showing no effect were 

using sensitivity-dependent measures (also observed in Sherman et al., 2016). They argued that ongoing 

alpha oscillation reflects a state of biased perception where the probability of perceiving a stimulus is 

more or less likely, regardless of the actual stimulus presence.  
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 Two scenarios could be envisioned where alpha would not entail the same functional 

implications. In the first case, as evidenced in the previously reviewed studies, alpha indexes a global 

cortical excitability modulation and does not improve sensitivity. It rather would act as a perceptual bias 

modulating both signal and noise. In the second case, alpha power can be decreased in specific cortical 

regions, thus lowering the criterion for relevant information and decreased in goal-irrelevant areas, 

thereby inhibiting distractor information processed in others areas (Jensen & Mazaheri, 2010). The 

differential modulation of power between cortical regions confers on alpha oscillations a functional 

selectivity. Studies on spatial attention showing decreased alpha in the contralateral relative to the 

ipsilateral hemisphere are consistent with this scenario (e.g. Thut et al., 2006), where sensitivity is 

effectively enhanced. In our study on temporal order judgment, we formulated a prediction in regard 

with these second-case scenario - namely that both high auditory alpha and low visual alpha should 

predict the perception of the flash first (and vice-versa). However, the results invalidated this prediction, 

which could suggest that our study actually fell under the first picture. I proposed that the alpha power 

biases perception in favor of an intrinsic hidden variable.  

 

4.4.3. Summary 

 
To summarize, our empirical findings does not support the hypothesis that temporal order 

perception relies on attentional modulations based on the law of prior-entry. They are more consistent 

with the hypothesis that spontaneous alpha rhythm reflects a perceptual bias favoring a decision 

irrespectively of the sensory evidence. In temporal order perception, the modulation of the alpha power 

reflects the likelihood of a participant to decide for its internal bias (the incorrect order) or for the 

correct order.  

 

 

4.5. Conclusions and future perspectives for an individual 

approach to consciousness 
 

 In this work, we investigated temporal order as conscious content by tackling inter-individual 

differences. This approach has proved useful and particularly powerful to provide novel perspectives on 

temporal order perception but also on the functional role of alpha oscillations. Investigating inter-

individual differences would probably provide similarly fruitful insights if we extend it to others domains 

investigating consciousness (Kanai & Rees, 2011; Dubois, 2016). 

 

 In cognitive neuroscience, objective reports are used as a basis to categorize mental states and 

to distinguish underlying neural mechanisms. One can argue that objective reports are not enough to 

describe the subtleties of mental states and therefore their underlying mechanisms (Lutz & Thompson, 

2003). Indeed, perceiving a flash first does not correspond to the same neural operations in a 
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participant’s brain showing an auditory bias compared to another participant’s brain with a visual bias. 

Some even called for rigorous and extensive first-person reports in order to correlate them carefully with 

neural mechanisms (Lutz & Thompson, 2003). Even if group averaging procedure appears as a well-

established method to sketch out the general principles of a phenomenon, some more elaborated 

processes can be missed in doing so (Matthews & Meck, 2014; Benwell et al., 2015). Inter-individual 

differences also inform on structural differences (Marshall et al., 2015; Chechlacz et al., 2015), which 

makes it an ideal approach to link brain, mind and neural mechanisms. 
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Appendix 

 

During the last year of my PhD, I was part of a collaboration with Alexandre Gramfort (Télécom 

ParisTech, University Paris-Saclay, LTCI), Valérie Doyère NeuroPSI (University Paris-Saclay, Cognition & 

Behavior), Virginie van Wassenhove (NeuroSpin, Unicog), Tom Dupré La Tour, Tadeusz Kononowicz and 

Lucille Tallot.  The project investigated cross-frequency coupling in time production, in both rats and 

humans, and aimed at developing an open-source cross-frequency pipeline. I was in charge of analyzing 

a set of MEG data where participants had to produce a fixed duration and to judge the accuracy of their 

own performance. We are currently finalizing the analyses and writing the paper (abstract in Appendix 

1). A recently submitted methodological paper proposed a novel method to compute cross-frequency 

coupling avoiding some pitfalls of current methods (abstract in Appendix 2). 
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Appendix 1:  

Cross-frequency coupling in time production 
 

Grabot, L., Kononowicz, T., Dupré la Tour, T., van Wassenhove, V. (in prep) Cross-frequency coupling in 

time production. 

 

Abstract 

Humans can both estimate a duration and evaluate their self-performance. The exact neurocognitive 

mechanisms underlying these abilities remain elusive. One the one hand, recent evidence has involved 

beta power during time estimation (Kononowicz et al., 2015; Kulashekhar et al, 2016) and on the other, 

temporal attention is indexed by the phase of alpha oscillations (Rohenkohl et al., 2011) and temporal 

expectation by the phase-amplitude-coupling (PAC) of theta/beta (Cravo et al., 2011). Additionally, 

recent studies have shown that alpha/gamma PAC plays a role in the allocation of attention in visual 

tasks (Voyteck et al., 2010; Roux & Uhlhaas, 2013), and theta/gamma PAC has been proposed as a 

mechanism for temporal expectation (Henry & Herrmann, 2014). Here, we explored the hypothesis that 

alpha/beta PAC may be implicated in a task requiring time production and temporal self-estimation (i.e. 

attention to one’s time performance). We exhaustively tested all possible functional oscillatory nesting in 

a time production task in which participants produced 1.45 s time intervals by pressing a button twice 

followed by self-evaluation on their temporal performances. PAC (Tort et al., 2009) was computed during 

time production, i.e. between the two button presses. PAC was also tested as control before the first 

button press, to test for motor preparation. A robust and significant alpha/beta PAC was readily 

observed for each individual (n=12). The alpha/beta coupling was specific to the timing production task 

but the coupling strength did not predict performance or the self-estimated duration. We will discuss the 

role of PAC in time estimation in the context of current proposals for temporal multiplexing (Gu et al., 

2016) and the more general idea of the maintenance of current sensorimotor state (Engel & Fries, 2010).   
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Appendix 2:  

Non-linear auto-regressive models for cross-

frequency coupling in neural time series 
 

Dupré la Tour T., Tallot L., Grabot L., Doyère V., van Wassenhove V., Grenier Y., Gramfort A., (submitted) 

Non-linear auto-regressive models for cross-frequency coupling in neural time series. 

 

Abstract 

We address the issue of reliably detecting and quantifying cross-frequency coupling (CFC) in neural time 

series. Based on non-linear auto-regressive models, the proposed method provides a generative and 

parametric model of the time-varying spectral content of the signals. As this method models the entire 

spectrum simultaneously, it avoids the pitfalls related to incorrect filtering or the use of the Hilbert 

transform on wide-band signals. As the model is probabilistic, it also provides a score of the model 

``goodness of fit'' via the likelihood, enabling easy and legitimate model selection and parameter 

comparison; this data-driven feature is unique to our model-based approach. Using three datasets 

obtained with invasive electrophysiological recordings in humans and rodents, we demonstrate that 

these models are able to replicate previous results obtained with other metrics, but also reveal new 

insights such as the influence of the amplitude of the slow oscillation. Using simulations, we demonstrate 

that our parametric method can reveal neural couplings with shorter signals than non-parametric 

methods. We also show how the likelihood can be used to find optimal filtering parameters, suggesting 

new properties on the spectrum of the driving signal, but also to estimate the optimal delay between the 

coupled signals, enabling a directionality estimation in the coupling. 
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